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10 November 1876

Kalamazoo, Michigan

The following notice appeared in the Kalamazoo Daily Telegraph: ....Rev. Dr. A. C. Van
Raalte, the founder of the Holland colonization in this State, and in fact the leader and organizer
7th,
of the Dutch colonization in American of 1854 [sic] and subsequent years, died Nov.
at his
residence in Holland, Ottawa county, of pulmonary consumption.

Original in the files of the Van Raalte Institute, Hope College, filed under this date.
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Pprsonal.
Rey. Dr. A. C. Van Raalte, the
founder-of the Holland colonization in this
State, and in fact the leader and organizer
of the Dutoh colonization in America of
1854 and subsequent years, died Nov. 11h,
at his residence in Holland, Ottawa
county, of pulmonary consumption.
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HOLLAND CITY NEW
VOL. XXVI.

HOLLAND, MICH., SATUR I Y, SEPTEMBER 4, 1897.

NO. 33

hout the several States, that
The Festivities.
lebration was not to be "proLast week was a golden anniversary
1," but national. And they and its observance marks an epoch on
accordingly.
the pages of Holland's history. The
celebration, although in one sense local, was in commemoration of the set.
S far as the Commission and tleruent and colonization of the Dutch
the veral sub-committees are con - in the United States in 1847, and was
ce ri d, the climax of their ambition hence a national affair.
INT FI
That it was a grand success is but
was cached when at the close of
voicing the sentiments of the thouthe stivities they were fairly over- sands of visitors who came from north
UNITED STATES,
wh led with expressions of gen- and south, east and west, from citie 4
eral satisfaction on .the part of and villages, hamlets and lanes, in adat Holland, flich., August 25 and 26, 1897.
dition to the countless multitudes
eve body.
from the rural districts. Our people
T e Old Settler saw that his life- hardly knew their own town on Wedwor was appreciated, and he was nesday, when they had taken a comThe Semi-Centennial commem- sary arrangements for a fitting ob- Van der Werp, G. Wagner, C.
prehensive view of the situation.
oration of the Holland Immigra- servance of this our "Holland Semi- Steketee—Muskegon. H. Lub- nial to feel that succeeding gen- With
a multitude surging up the
Centennial,"
.
bers, A. Lanning—Drenthe. Rev. erat ns would honor him for what
tion and Colonization in the Unitmain thoroughfares; with the blare of
Mayor J. De Young, and one Dr. J. Van der Meulen —Ebenezer. he hi d accomplished.
ed States has been enacted on a other member of the common coun- Rev. D. Broek —Grandville. Jno.
coronet bands and the shrill sounds of
T
e
American-born
was
forced
the drum corps mingling with cheers
scale so commanding, and the events cil;
Stegeman —Allegan. Rev. A. Zweto
a
realization
that
his
heritage
and
shouts of applause; with the thouL T. KANTERS.
G. J. Kollen, President of Hope mer—Spring Lake. Capt.-C. Garof the past week are deemed by our
Chairman
of Committee on Parade.
sands
of
visitors
present
as
spectators;
College;
dener, U. S. A.—Detroit. George was • ot to be minimized, but to
people to have been of such an imwith
every
principal
building
emW. H. Beach, President of the Birkhoff, Jr.—Chicago.
were dispersed, the pecple were jubithe ntrary, utilized as an incenposing and historic character, as to Board of Education;
bowered in bright-colored emblems; lant. The celebration was ushered in
still grander achievements with the monster parade treading the
tive
fully warrant the issue of this SouC. J. De Roo, President of the
with the booming of cannon, the tootThe
first
meeting
of
this
commisin
b
alf
of the realm of which he streets of the city, and with the en- ing of whistles and the ringing of
venir number of the NEWS. In our Board of Public 'Works;
thusiasm manifested on every hand church bells, and all made arrangerecital of the several features we
A. Van der Haar, Supervisor of sion was held in the city of Hol- form a part.
—it all indicated that the Seiut-Cen- ments for the day's festivities.
land,
July
29,
1896,
when
the
fol1.
more
than
this—every
featHolland
Township.
have endeavored to be complete,
tennial celebration was there.
The hospitality of our citizens was
FURTHER RESOLVED, That said lowing permanent organization was ure • the festivities was an hoin- The efficient and untiring efforts of
except as regards the addresses deproverbial
and the visitors were ena.,,e
the life-words of Van Raal- the committees in charge were justly tertained with open hands. They
livered in the Dutch language, in committee, before entering upon effected:
the details involved, and at such
President—Dr. G. J. Kollen, t,.:
mericanization through as- rewarded; every anticipation was more were in possession of the keys of the
These have
the College grove.
other times as in their judgment it Holland.
simil
tion
and not by absorption. than realized; every difficulty was city and every one endeavored to make
however, all appeared in full in may be deemed proper, are hereby
Vice-Presidents—Rev. Dr. John
overcome, and no stone was left un- the most of the occasion. A large
this week's issue of the GRONDWET, charged and empowered with se Van der Meulen, Fillmore; H. J.
turned to mar in the least the number of lunch counters had been
lecting and adding to their number Bolt, Grand Haven; F.Van Driele,
TI work of the Fathers of 1847 most prominent epoch in Holland's erected, and the owners did a rushing
The Fiftieth anniversary of the such additional persons as, in view Grand Rapids; J. Den Herder, Zeethus been commemorated by history. Complimentary remarks were business. On the college campus a
of the scope and territory the cele- land; J. W. Garvelink,Graafschap;
Holland colonization in the United bration of right should cover, will
descendants and successors of freely tendered by both strangers and number of tables had been placed • for
\V. Hoek, Kalamazoo; Prof. G. E.
friends and all joined with one accord the accommodation of those who deStates was anticipated with much make the whole a truly representa- Boer, Grand Rapids: C. Steketee,
in the triumphant jubilee. The com- sired to participate of the usual famianxiety on the part of many who tive and efficient body."
remembering their deeds and mittees have won the highest laurels ly dinner. The best of order and deMuskegon.
felt that its far-reaching importance
that could be awarded for their ener- corum prevailed. Although the
entitled it to more than a passing
getic efforts in making this celebra- saloons were open, but few cases of
tion the event in the history of West- drunk and disorderly were seen.
How and where to
observance.
ern
Michigan. No grander demonThe Holland Society of Chicago was
celebrate, were questions which, in
stration could have been desired and among the first to arrive. They came
view of the scope and extent of the
nothing occurred to jar the pleasures with a f.jll delegation: W. K. A-ckermovement of '47, presented perof the occasion, in which all were man, Geo. Birkhoff, Jr., Cornelius V.
deeply interested.
plexing features. \Vas it to be
Banta, Jr., Dr.:D. R. Brovier, Wm. B.
The city's streets and buildings were Bogert, Dr. David Birkhoff, Wm. C.
communal (or provincial), or was
put in gala attire, Li which the na- Brinkerhoff, John Broekema,Chas.W.
it to be cosmopolitan and national?
TO'
tional tri-colors of the Netherlands and C flehour, E. H. Cooper,Victor
These and other considerations
those of America figured most con- V. 1V. Foster, S. E. Gross, Wm. G.
agitated the mind, when in July,
spicuously. The principal thorough- Hibbard, Jr., b`rank V. S. Hibbard, Y.
fare near Central avenue was adorned 13. Iiiiagsma,VV. A. Hofstra, Judson S.
1896, the common council of this
wit tl a large triumphal arch which .Jacobus, B. Leenheer, K. V. R. Lansing,
city, for want of action by any othspanned the street from curb to curb. Henry D. Lloyd, Herman C. J. Mather body or association of individuThe structure was of wood, covered Ier, L. B. Mantonya, Chas. M. Miller,
als, assumed the initiative by unanwith canvass. Illumined by about two D. Van Ness Person, B. G. Poucher,
imously adopting the following:
hundred i ncandescents and beautifully H. De Roode, D. J. Schu)ler, Jas. N
decorated with flags and bunting, it Srryker„Jas. H. Teller, Chas. McClure
“WHEREAs the year 1897 will
"1was a source of admiration. On its Updike, Frank A. Vanderlip, Peter
mark the Fiftieth anniversary of
summit
was a transparency containing Van Schaak-, Robt. A. Van Schaak,
that emigration from the Nether1IC Hid
the word "Wecome," while its sides John Vanderpoel, Sr., William Vanlands which, in its spread and hisIOWA
ILLINO
were ornamented with portraits of derpoel, John H. Vanderpoel, Jas. H.
toric scope, under the direction of
WISCO
Revs. A. C. Van Raalte, C. Van der Van Vlissingen, B. T. Van Alen, G.
its great leader A. C. VAN RAALTE,
NEW YO
Meulen
and H. P. Schulte. On either Van lluesden, Jr., Jas. R. B. Van
embraces not only the founding of
NEW JERSE
side also appeared the motto, "One in Cleave, Will Van Bentbuysen, Gysthe present city of Holland and the
KANSAS
NEBRASKA
origin, one in aim, one in destiny," to• hert Van Steenwyk. Tunis B. Van
settlement of the Holland Colony,
MINNESOTA
I
gether with a grouping of the states Wyk, C. B. Van Nopy, Geo. E. Van
but whose numerical force and loSOUTH DAKOTA
in which immigration by the Dutch Woert. Adrian Vanderkloot, Charles
cal importance during the half cenNORTH DAKOTA
had been more or less numerous.
Van Horne, Henry R. Vandercook,
tury that followed has been maniThe various business houses vied Augustus Van Buren, Wm. N. D.
fest and acknowledged throughout
with each other in the decorations of Winne, John D. York, Frederick W.
a considerable portion of Western
their
buildings and many neat and Morgan, and Louis C. Wachsmuth.
Michigan—not to speak of the maeulogLiag
their
memory,
we
have
Visscher,
tasty
designs
were displayed Several One of its members, John Broekerua,
Rec.
Secretary,—A.
w2s
then
ny other States into which it diAlderman A. Visscher
of
the
residences
displa3ed to good ad- assistant superintendent of Siegel,
Holland.
verged; and
fulfilled a duty, similar to that ennamed as the other member repreCorr. Secretary—G. Van Schel- joined 1, \• Joshua upon the emanci- vantage the stars and stripes inter- Cooper & Co., loaned the parade comWHEREAS by reason of its past senting the common council.
twined with the Dutch flag. The mittee a dress 340 years old and worn
ven, Holland.
and present central relations to
In accordance with these resoluTreasurer—G. \V. Mokma, Hol- pated -n-aelites of old; by Samuel spirit with which every citiz-n had en- by a bride, Jantje Pieters of Okrum,
that movement, educationally and
Adams upon the sons of the Revo- tered into the work was highly com- Netherlands, in 1544, and which was
otherwise, it is only fitting that the tions the parties named met, and land.
lately purchased at a fancy price by
people of the city of Holland take selected and added to their numAt a subsequent meeting of the luti )nary period; and by Dr. Van mendable.
Mr. Cooper. This popular firm,
the initiative in an all-around ap- ber representative men, so as to Commission an outline of the pro- Raalte in his memorable address
which
is universally known for its genpropriate commemoration of that
The number of visitors has been
gram, practically as carried out, deii\i lat the Quarter-Centennial
contributed 850 towards the
erosity,
historic event, from a colonial as form thc following "Semi-Centenvariously estimated from 20,000 to
was adopted, and the several sub- in •;7.
expense
of the celebration. The garwell as from a more general point nial Commission":
30,000. Every incoming train was
We have celebrated.
committees were appointed, a comworn by Miss Poole on a
ment
was
of view, as suggested by the Mayor
crowded with excursionists and special
Mayor Jas. De Young, Dr. G, J.
float
in
the
parade.
in his recent inaugural;
We
have
recognized
the
hand
of
plete
list
of
which
appears
elsecoaches had been put into serKollen, W. H. Beach, C. J. De
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, Roo, A. Visscher, L Cappon, G. where.
Among
the
conspicuous figures in
God in the leaders He gave us; in vice. The city of Grand Rapids was
That we, the common council of W. Mokma, Prof. C. Doesburg,G.
the
delegations
were Simon Pokagon
the iortitude of the men they led; represented by more than 5,000 of its
the city of Holland, for want of a J. Diekema, Prof. H. E. Dosker,
of
Lee,
Allegan
county, chief of the
The resolutions adopted by the in the ‹,;oodly land to which he di- citizens, while many other towns
more direct body from which such I. Fairbanks, E. J. Harrington,
Pottawatoiuie
tribe,
who is 67 years of
brought from 500 to 2,000. Every
common council, their breadth and rected them.
age,
and
John
Parishia
of Grand Hastreet was a vast sea of humanity and
Geo. P. Hummer,Dr. H. Kremers, spirit, at once settled the character
in Ottawa
ven,
the
oldest
settler
And
as
a
city
and
as
a
people
we
pedestrians did not hesitate in taking
G. W. Browning, I. Marsilje, R.
The
latter
came
to
this region
of
the
celebration.
It
was'
only
county.
to
the
road
as
the
walks
were
blockKanters. L. Mulder, H. D. Post,
have endeavored to convince the
in
1836,
and
was
for
several
years emNature
afforded
and
impassable.
K. Schaddelee, A. Steketee, H. fitting that the city of Holland - candid. observing mind that the aded
ployed
in
carrying
the
mails
on foot
a
most
beautiful
day.
When
at
dayVan der Haar, G. Van Schelven, J. should be designated for the occa- Holland Emigrant and Colonist of
between
the
two
Grand
cities.
He is
break
on
Wednesday
the
morning
rays
G. Van Putten, H. Walsh—Hol- sion. Its name and location; its
'47
is
worthy
of
a
name
and
place
now
84
years
of
age.
of
the
sun
pierced
through
the
horizon
land City. D. B. K. Van Raalte, identity with the days of '47 and
Continued on Fourth Pa ge.)
in the annals of the country of his and the clouds of the previous day
G. J. Boone, A. Van der Haar—
since;
the
impress
stamped
upon
it
Holland Town. J. Den Herder,
adoption.
Wm. De Pree, H. De Kruif, J. by Van Raalte, and which, thank
Huizinga, C. Van Loo, A. G. Van Heaven, is still being felt; the seat
Tlk .inestion which now presents
Hees, B. J. Veneklasen—Zeeland. of the institutions of learning he
(Ti. J. Emmink, Rev. G. J. Nykerk
itself,
is. Shall the event be allowplanted for the intellectual devel—Overisel. Rev. A. Stegeman, J.
ed to 1 ss out like a sky-rockèt—
Ten Have—New Holland. C. Den opment of his followers—all this
Herder, G. J. Van Zoeeen, S. Yn- rendered the selection historically brilli., , while it lasts, but forever
extitk i
tema, P. Semelink—Vriesland. R. and presently appropriate.
_ -.
Bouws, J. W. Garvelink, H. J.
Not if the CoMmission can help
Beyond this, however, every feaKlomparens, A. J. Neerken, R.
ture of the celebration was cosmo- it. We area authorized to state
Van Anrooy,H. Strabbing—Graafschap. J. Heringa, E. Sprik— politan and general. Every locali- that the project of perpetuating
East Saugatuck. J. Baar, Dr. A. ty and state were given due recog- all that has been done and spoken,
Van der Veen, D. Vyn, A. J, Bolt nition and local preferments entire- and all that has been written and
—Grand Haven. H. Bosch, H. ly lost sight of. And no sooner con ibuted for the occasion, with
HON. 1. DEN HERDER
Van de Bunte, E. Van de Wal —
was this understood by the friends mu -, that is now scattered, will
Jamestown.
J. Benjamin, Prof.
a measure might emanate, do hereelsewhere,
but that a general in- be athered in and compiled into a
by assume the initiative in this mat- G. E. Boer, J. Steketee, A. Van
ter, by designating the several in- Bree, F. Van Driele, J. Van der terest was manifested, the success his rical volume, and that on the
dividuals herein named, in their Sluis, Rev. E. Van der Vries, J. A. of the celebration secured, and all pa of the Commission this matter
representative capacities, with oth- S. Verdier—Grand Rapids. J. idea of separate or rival observance Wi receive their earliest consideraers as hereinafter provided, as a Den Bleyker, 'Walter Hoek, Fran- abandoned.
From this time on it tio and the public be timely in40.4
suitable commission to charge cis Lucas, Dr. H. Schaberg —Kalwas decreed by the Hollanders for k ed thereof.
GEO. B1RKHOF. 112 CONSUL OF THE NETHERLANDS.
themselves with perfecting neces- amazoo. Dr. J. Van der Laan, J.

Semi=Centennial Celebration

HOLLAND IMMIGRATION AND COLONIZATION

Iiistorittche Schets van Overkol, Mich.,
0. J Wolterink en Rev. U . J.Nykerk.
Historische Schets van Vriesland, Mich.,
Rev. G. lb, Jongc.
igt( tight g' ,;, IS!».
1)41 i",
De Hollanders in Detroit, 31 lek,, en Cleveland, 0.
Rev. J. Kro ru2r, Detroit, 3110h
De Hollanders in Chic tgo.
Mr. Goo, BIrkhoff, Sr.
historische Schets van de llollandscheNederzetting
The Programs of the Day.
In Noord en Zuid Dakota,
Rev. S. J. 11 trawling., Marlon, S. Dak.
ruasT DAY.
31r. Geo. DeBoy.
Do 1Iollanders in Fulton, Iii.,
Salute
and
tinging
of
bells
at
sunrise.
Historische Schets van Zeeland, Mich ,
Itiational
Mr. Jac. Den Herder.
Receiving of delegates and friends.
10:30—Parade.
De Nederzetting te Hollaud, M ich.,( Gedicht)
II arm Israel, Holland, Mich.
12:30—Old Settlers' Dinner.
2:30—Exercises in English In Centennial Park and Godtallenstige (1 rod en Statistlek— Hall Christ.
In Dutch on College Campus.
Geref gemeenten,
6:45—Grand Concert by Phinney's U. S. Band, In
Prof G. K Henikes, Grand Rapids, 31101.
Centennial Park.
NINTH STREET CHRISTIAN REFORMED CHURCH; —
7:45—Fireworks.
Morning session wao presided over by ROY. G. H .
9:30—Banquet at Macatawa Park.
Dubbitik, Afternoon session by Mr I. Cappon.
BItOGIIAM IN CENTENNIAL PARK.
Rev. henry P. Scholte and his Wort: in Holland
LL.D.,
Holland,
Mich.
Joint Notion, Penn, Ia.
Kollen,
President —Prof, 0..1.
am.1 America,
Vice President —Hon. J. W. Garvelink, Filltuore, The First Settlement of Holland, Mich., by the Hollanders, with a brief mention of the Indians covMich.
Chorus,
Band
and
Audience.
ering the three years prior thereto,
Mitsic—"America."
Oostburg,
Wis.
Rev.
J.
H.
Karsten,
31 r. Isaac Fairbanks, Holland, Mich.
Invocation—
Welcome, in behalf of the City —
Lessons from Colonial. Life and Times,
Mayor James De Young.
Rev. A. A. Pfanstiehl, Chicago, Ill.
The llollanders in Grand Rapids—First Settlers,
Welcome, in behalf of the State—
Mr. A. Jansen.
lieu. Wm, A. Smith.
Music—"National Air of Holland."
Chorus, Band and Audience.
Address—"The Dutch Immigration anti Colonization
Hon. G. J. Dickman, Holland, Mich.
of 1847."
Music—"Gloria in ExecIsis," (From 12th Mass)
Chorus and 13and.
-Mozart
Poem—Prof. henry E. Dosker, D. IX, Holland, Mich.
Capt. C. Gardener, U. S. A.
Poem—
Music—Psalm 89:1, 3. (Dutch Choral.)
Chorus, Band and Audience.
Address—"1623 and 1817—Nationally and Politically."
Hon. Warner Van Norden, New York.
Address —"Our Relations and Duties to the Future."
Prof. J. T. Bergen, Hope College.
Musits—"The Heavens are Telling" (From "CreaChorus and Band.
tion")—HayrIn
DOXOLOGY AND BENEDICTION.
Chorus of 315 voices under the direction of Prof.
J. B. Nykerk.
Phinney's United States Band,

Holland City News.

Mich.

Holiana,

PROGRAM ON COLLEGE CAMPUS.
President—Bev. E. Van der Vries, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Vice President—Hon. J. Den Herder, Zeeland, Mich.
Ooraing—Psalm GC: 3.
Gebed —Door Rev. K. Van Goor, Holland, Mich.
Door den President.
Welkomstgroet —
Koorzang—"Verbengt en verblijdt ii in den Heer,"
Door het Van Lente Koor.
Toesprank—"Eerste Worstelingen," door Rev.
Jacob Van der Meulen, D. D., Graafschap, Mich.
Koorzang—"De Teleurgestelde Landverhinzer,"
Door het Van Lente Koor,
Toespraak—"Oorzaktin van het Success onzerVolksplantingen,,`
Door Rev. 51. Kolyn, Orange City, Iowa.
Rev. A. Zweiner, Spring Lake, Mich.
Gedicht—
Outing—Psalm GS: 10.
Toesprtmk—"De Hollander als Amerikannsch Burger." Geo. Birkhof, Jr., Ned. Consul, Chicago.
Taespraak—"Tegenwoordige Roeping."
Door Rev. J. I. Fles, Muskegon, 311th.
Oetang—"Wien Neerlandsch Bloed."
Zegen.
Psalm 131: 3.
SECOND DAY.
READING OF HISTORICAL PAPERS.
FIRST REFORMED Crtrucii.—Prof. G. E. Boer of
Grind Rapids presided at the morning session and
G T. Huizinga of Holland in the afternoon. The exercises were in the Holland langurcge.
Love :ratchets van Rev. S. Balks,
Door Rev. Jas. De Pree, Sioux Centre, Ia.
Levonsschets van Mrs. A. C. Van Rankle,
Door Mrs. Jan Visscher, Holland, Mich.
Merkwaardige Voorvallen, beginnende met het
vertrek uit het Oude Vaderland,
Door Mr. A. G. Van IleeS, Zeeland, Mich.
De Hollandsche Nederzetters te Grandville, Mich.
Mr. Jahn Steketee, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Hope College,
Pres. G. J. Rotten, Holland,MIch.
van de MAL Christ.
en
Ontwikkeling
Oorsprong
Octet. Kerk in Amerika,
Mr. .3. W. Garvelink, Graafschap, Mich., en
Rev. a D. De Jongh, Grand Haven, Mich.
Herrinerhigen, Mr. K. Schaddelee,
Historische Schets van Groningen, 111.01.,
Rev. A. Stegeman, New Holland, Mich.
Ii istorische Schets van Noordelnos
Mr. A. Rnsbach.
De Hollanders in Grand Rapids—Herrinneringen,
Mr. F. Van Uricle.
Historische Schet3 van de holland -the Xederzetling In Sioux County, Iowa,
Mr. II. tiospzsrs en Itov. J. F. Zwerwir.
Orange City, Iowa.
De Ilollandsolv_, Nederzetters te Polkton,
J. Post, L'imont, Mich .
De Holland:scrip Nederzetters in Bachester, N. Y.,
1847-1897,
Bev . A. Zwetuer, Spring Lake,Mich.
De Hollandsche Nederz.etters in Sayville, N. Y.,
1847-1$97, Rev. J. Hoffman,West Sayville, N. Y.
De Hollandsche Nederzetters in Albaily, N. Y.,
Mr. A. II. Danner.
1817-1$97,
De Eerste Publieke Wegen en Middelen van Vervoer,
Mr. John Steketee, Grand Rapi(Is, Mich.
Ileranneringen, Mr. A. Vennema, Holland, Mich.
liet Veertig-jarig Feest te Zeeland. Mich.,
Mr. J. Huizenga.
Godsdienstige Groei en Statistiek—Geref. Gem,
Rev. W. 0. Baas, Beaverdam, Mich.
Historische Schets van Holland, Mich.,
Mr. G. Van Schelven.

Tama RY-FORMEDCimarn:—The morning exercises were in charge of Rev. K. Van Goor, while K.
Lahubt, of Zeeland, presided over the afternoon
session. The program was also in the holland Iang int ge

Levensschets van Rev. A. C. Van Bindle, D. D.,
Prof. E. Winter, 1). D.
Kerkelijke VereenigIng lusschen do Hollandsche
Gemeenten en de Geref. Kerk in Amerika,
Rev. J. F. Zwemer, Orange City, Ia.
Beisverhaal van een Landverhulzer,
Mr. P. Van Anrooy,Graafschap, Mich.
De 'Pioneer Clearing," K. Lainuipt, Zeeland, Mich.
Theologische Seminarie van de Holt. Christ. Geref.
Prof. G. E. Baer, Grand Wipids, Mich.
Kerk,
Terugblik over Vijftig Jaren,
Mr. J. Quintus, Grand Rapids, Mich.
llerrinneringen, E. Van der Veen, Holland,
Mich.
De Eerste Scholen,
Prof. C. Doesburg, Holland, Mich.
De 1 follanders In Grand Rapids—Gm-et. Gem.
Rev. A. Kriekard.
rE, Hollanders in Grand Rapids—Roil. Christ. Ger.
Gem ,
Prof. G. netlike",
Illotorische Schut t van Drenthe, Mich ,
Rev. A. Keizer

THE LOG CHURCH

iu

t

pilation and publication;' which n, it- bands, of which there were eight, furter will now receive the attention of nished choice musie. The success of
the parade could not be excelled and
the coma, I tt
the committee in charge of which L.
The Parade.
T. Ranters was chairman and John
The parade in tile forenoon was a B. Mulder secretary, are deserving of
magnificent affair and was pronounced due recognition and praise. The deby all to be the best ever witnessed in lay caused in the forming was no reWestern Michigan. The procession flection on their part, as the train carwas divided Into divisions, each led rying the Grand Rapids board of trade
by a marshal on horseback. Marshal was an hour late.
The float representing the 1897 home
B. D. Keppel aml his aids—A. C.
Van Raalte, J. D. Everhard, Dr. A. by Jas. A. Brouwer presented a fine
Van der Veen, Dr. A. Curtis, John J. and striking contrast with the log
Cappon, Nath Erskine, and Prof. J. cabin of 1847 which preceded it in the
parade. It brought out many worthy
T. Bergen performed their duties with
credit and honor. Ben Van Raalte and complimentary remarks from the
spectators.
was the marshal of the day.
The float bearing the Goddess of
The line of march was formed on
the corner of River and Twelfth Liberty was beautiful. In appearance
streets and required thirty.flve min- it could not be surpassed and the
Merrill and
utes for its passage. It was viewed by work was done by Jack

thousands amid cheerful and frequent Guy Bradford, who are deserving of
special mention. The Grand Haven
hurrahs.
Toe procession incluled a cordon of float was very handsome and brought
12 mounted police; U. S. and Holland forth many compliments from the reviewing multitude. Jacob Baar and
H. Z. Nyland who fitted out the float
demonstrated due taste and ability.
The gentleman escorting the Goddess of Liberty, personating Uncle
Sam, was Ira Robinson, a grandson of
Rix Robinson, the Indian trader and
first white settler of Grand Haven,
who locateld at the mouth of Grand
river in 1821.
•I•

Opening Address of President
G. J. Kollen.

ALBERTUS CHRISTIAAN VAN RAALTE.
The Immigrant of 1847,
Rev. H. Utterwick, East Canaan, Conn.
Recollections of the Arrival of the First Holland
I. 11. Lamoreaux.
Colonists,
Holland Academy,ller. J. H. Karsten,Oostburg,Wis.
Early Ways and Means of Transportation,
Win. 0. Van Eyck, Holland, Mich.
Historical Sketch of Graafschap, Mich.,
Benj. Neerken.
Early Church Life, Rev. D. Broek,Grandville,Mich.
The Hollanders in Grand It aphis—Recollect Ions and
Hiram Luten.
Reminiscences,
The Hollanders in Kalamazoo,
Rev. E. W. Stapelkamp
C. Steketee.
The I lollandetrs in Muskegon.
Historical Sketch of South Holland,
G . Van Oostenbrugge.
The Hollanders in Passaic, N. J., and environs,
Rev. 31. Flips°.
1847-1897,
The Hollanders In Nebraska.
John J. Trompen, Lincoln, N.
The Hollanders and their Interest in Foreign Missions,
Rev. G. J. Ilekhuls, Chicago, Ill.
Process of Americanization,
Rev. A. Vennema, Passaic, N. J.

flags, carried by Uncle Sam (Arthur
Huntley) and a Hollander (G. G.
Srneenge); Phinney's U. S. band; Irc
dians on floats and horseback to the
number of 25, led by David Solomon of
Hamilton; immigrant baggage wagon;
Dutch fl tat representing early industries by four generations of the De
Fey ter family; a log cabin; float of '97
by James A. Brouwer; old settlers
of 1847 in carriages; A. C. Van Raaite
Pust, G. A. R.; Grand Rapids old settlers club with band: a float. containing Miss A bbie Poole, dressed in bridal
costume worn by a bride in 1554; little
queen float, Miss Mary Van der Raar,
representing Queen Wilhelmina‘.iind
surrounded by ten little girls„
Jeannette Van Putten, Man.:L*1.4e
Dieketna, Katie Pessink. Helene G.
Keppel, Estelle Kollen, Vera Kirin-

CHRISTIAN REFORMED CHTJRCH—OppGSite Centennial Park. Morning session was presided over by
Rev. J. Van foute. Afternoon session by Rev. E.
R. Haan. of Grand Rapids, Mich.
Biographical Sketch of Rev. Cornelius Van der
Meulen,
Rev. Jac. Van der Meulen.Grantscluip, Mich.
Biographical Sketch of Rev. Martin A. Yinua,
Rev. J. ri. Karsten, Oastburg,
The Ifollanders at Singapore, (Saugatuck) Mich.,
Nies. Holland, Mich.
The Hollanders in Grand Rapids—Industrial DeJ. A. S. Verifier,
velopment,
The Spirit of Our Inaders,
Fillmore, Mich.
Rev. John Van der Meulen, p.
New Amsterdam and the Emigration of 1817,
Rev. D. Van Pelt. D. D., Astoria, N. Y.
Time Exodus of the Ottawa's,
Mrs. B. D. Post, Holland, Mich.
The Western Theological Seminary,
Prof. N. 31. Steffens, D. D., Dubuque, In.
Our Material Development,
C. J. De Ron, I lolland, Mich.
Tim Board of Domestic Missions of time Reformed
Church in America and the Holland Colonies,
Rev. It. 11. Joidersum, Chicago,
The Hollanders at Grand I laven,
Jas. J. Danhoff, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Point Superior and Macatawa,
J. Baar, Grand haven, Mich.
The Hollanders in Wisconsin,
Rev. J. H. Karsten. Oostburg,
The Settlement of 'Hooge Prairie," Ill.,
Rev. J. P. De Jong, Zeeland, Mich.
The Hollanders in Paterson, N. J., and environs,

heksel, Amelia Dosker, Mary Lokker,
Lucille Steketee. Matilda Notier and
Mamie Lokker; eleven provincial
floats with banner carriers mounted;
Grand Haven float; Kalamazoo club
with band; float, Miss Tillie Van
Schelven representing the Goddess of
Liberty, with May Van Drezer (Bernice Mulder) and Ebba Clark as ilawer
girls, and Uncle Sam; float, representing the states, viz.: Reka Werkinan,
Beuk Smith, (Anna Mulder), Mamie
Bosman, Jeannette Vaupell, Jennie

It is well from time to time to
stop in the onward rush of American life and take our bearings with
reference to the past and present,
in order that we may the better
know how to direct our bark upon
the sea of life.
It is well from time to time to
look back as individuals and as a
people in order to know the rock
whence we are hewn and to appreciate the legacies left us by the fathers, so that we may the better realize what responsibilities are devolving upon us.
All hail this Fiftieth anniversary
of the founding of this and other
Holland colonies in our land. We
bless the year 1847, when once
more the stream of emigration began to flow with renewed vigor
from the land of the dykes and
dunes into this land of enlarged
freedom and rich in material resources.
Fifty years is a comparatively
short period in the world's history,
and yet what marvelous changes
have been wrought during this time
by the able efforts, wise plans and
fruitful labot of the Fathers! The
dense forests have made room for
the laughing harvests—the dismal
swamps have been converted into
rich gardens.
We glory in these changes; but
we glory no less in things that have
not changed and which still remain. We rejoice that the spirit
of the founders still lives and continues to dwell in their children.
The sun, moon and stars are the
same as they were fifty years ago—
and God, the eternal One, is the

virtues of the fathers shall Obtain
new strength; and from the contemplation of the past may we
gather an inspiration for the i uture.
Our motto, Eben-ezer, is the
same as it was at the quarter-centennial celebration, in 1872. God
grant that to-day we may strike the
keynote of this sentiment with such
power that it shall reverberate
through the coming decades; and
that in 1947, when the Centennial
shall be celebrated, the people may
then join in the glad acclaim, and
still say, "Hitherto hath the Lord
helped us."
Welcome Address of Congressman Wm. Alden Smith.
REV. SEINE BOLKS.

principles" are still held in honor,
and are also considered by us as
the only safe foundation upon
which the perpetuity and future
prosperity of our people can be
built.
As we regard these pioneers and
the grand principles by which they
were actuated, we wish to make the
words of the great singer of old our
own: "If I forget thee, 0 Jerusalem, let my right hand forget her
cunning. If I do not remember
thee, let my tongue cleave to the
roof of mv mouth."
The object of our celebration is
not to deify man, but to see in man
the blessed agency by which God is
pleased to accomplish His great
purposes. Nor would we with admiration merely review the past fifty years without remembering that
the limitless future is largely determined by the use we are making
of the past and of the present.
This is an occaSon of rejoicing;
it is also one of serious reflection.
It is a time for looking backward;
it is also a time for looking forward. It is a season of happy reaping; it is also a season for earnest
sowing. What is the present but
the connecting link between the
known past and the unknown future.
We have been making history for
fifty years; we are now endeavoring to record the same, in order
that it may become a beacon light,
whereby our children shall be guided upon the sea of life, and learn
the better to direct the ship of
church and state.
The practical, ambitious Napoleon, at the head of his vast army
of conquest, cried out on the plains
of Egypt, to those there summoned
to battle, "Soldiers, from the top
of those pyramids forty centuries
look down upon you." So to-day,
as we stand upon the threshold of
the second fifty years of our citizenship in this good land, we say to
all, but more especially to the
young, through the vistas of these
past fifty years, the fathers are
looking down upon you. As you
are surrounded by a cloud of ;witnesses, see to it that the fair reputation they have left us, shall be
brought to the close of the first
century unsullied.

Ver Schure, Jennie Kroon, Mabel Van
Zee, Hattie Bautngartel, Allie Kuite,
Nellie Jonkman, Maud Marsilje, Ruth
Xerkhof, Bessie Pfanstiehl, Kate
Prakken, Kate Ten Houten, Jennie
Blom, Helene Boone, May Lewis, Anna Astra, Ada Alcott, Carrie Purdy,
Zona Arieth, Cora Kimpton, Nellie
Markham, Minnie Bird, Miss Cleaver,
Minnie Dok, Jennie J. Mulder, Allie
Huntley, Mabel Allen, Rose Davidson.
Millie Zalsburv, all of Holland, and
Allie Juistetna, Clara Vyn, Mary
Slaughter, Jennie Van der Zalm, Hattie Cook, Jennie Pellegrcm, Fannie
Bolt, Maggie Powell, Jennie B:.‘s and
18464897,
Revs. II. E. Nies and It. Drukker, Paterson. Helena Baar of Grand Haven; Holland
The Holland Settlements In Minnesota,
City drum corps; Co. F. Mich. NationRev. H. Hargett% Hamilton, Minn.
al Guards of Grand Haven; Fox's ArThe Holland Settlements in Northern Michigan,
Rev. J. Meulendyke, Wanpun, Wis. tillery of Grand Rapids; Grand Rapids
The Hollanders in our Colleges and Universities,
board of trade and band: delegations
G. 11. Albers, Grand Rapids, Mich. from Muskegon, Zeeland,
city officials
In addition to the above there are thirty or more
papers. the authors of which have asked for an er and fire department.
tension of time in which to complete the same.
The manufacturers' department

The above lists of Historical Papers made a creditable display. The Cappon
proved too lengthy for the time allot- & Bertsch Leather Co. leading with
ted, and they were not all read. Be- eleven wagons, showing the pionecr

sides, there were some thirty or more
papers, the authors of which asked for
an extension of time in which to complete the same.
At one of the early meetings of the
Commission it was resolved that "at
the close of the celebration all of said
papers are to be deposited with the
C.immission, with a view to their corn•

In 1,417, on winst in nol\

Home Cemetery.")

REV. C. VAN DER MEULEN.

tannery and the different departments, same, now as then, and is
worwas the principal feature. The Ot- shipped with the same faith and
tawa and Holland Furniture Co.'s devotion by the children as He
was
likewise made a fine showing. The
by the fathers.
ernploves of the three industries folTwenty- five years ago the belowed the respective institutions in
loved founder of this city and one
uniform.
of the great leaders of the emigraThe trade display deserves favorable tion, said at the quarter-centennial
comment. The various interests rep- celebration that "next to God the
resented were De Kraker & De Koster, permanent existence of this settlethe oil wagons or L. Fris and A. Kahl. ment was owing to religious prinmeraad, A. C. Van Raalte, E. Takken, ciple and the consciousness of a
the blacksmith, Scott-Lugers Lumber lofty purpose." He closed his magCu., H. Meyer & Son, B. Steketee, T. nificent oration with the hope that
Van Landegend, Chas. S. Dutton, in 1897 the day might once more
Jacob Kunio, Geo. II. Soutar, 11. Van be celebrated as the semi-centenTongeren, John Nies, Lokker
Rut- nial and that these precious pringers, M. Notier, Wm. Van der Veere, ciples might continue to live among
Banters Bros., T. Koppel Sons, not. his people.
Steen & Japinga, IfteYman ,\ I "'Ile,
In the presence of these honored
13. Van Raalte, Will Botsford ,\ CO, fathers and mothers of 1847, who
and the dairy wagons of W. 11. Van are still with us, yes, and in the
den Berge, A. Westerhof. L. Barman, presence possibly of the spirits of
L. Boerstna, I. Ver Lee and Baas Bros, their number who have gone to
The credit for the beautiful queen's their eternal reward, we may defloat is due to Miss Nellie Boning, clare with hearts full of joy and
showing line taste and Judgment. The thanksgiving that their "precious

What has been, frequently settles the question what should be
and quite as frequently it indicates
what is to be. As has been said,
"the work of the past is not yet ended." It continues on, shaping
the present, and predetermining the
future.
History teaches us that, under
God, ancestors do predetermine
and predestinate the character and
fortune of posterity. A generation
modifies the character of its children far more than it does its own.
The influence of contemporaries
upon contemporaries is great, but
the influence of predecessors upon
successors, is far greater. It seems
to gather momentum and strength
with the years, by geometrical proportion.
When the electrical current is
sent along the wire to a great distance, it is found necessary to use
relays whereby to gain new power
—so may our celebration to-day be
a relay to us, whereby the piety and

Mr. President, Distinguished
Guests and Fellow Citizens—The
high honor so suddenly conferred
upon me by the committee of arrangements to welcome this great
throng. in the name of the people
of the State of Michigan,in the absence of our distinguished chief executive, Governor Pingree, who is
unavoidably absent, but whose
heart, I am sure, beats responsive
to the purpo-se and object of this
semi-centennial, brings with it
mingled feelings of pleasure and
responsibility. It is pleasing in
the name of such a splendid state
as Michigan to extend a welcome
to visiting guests from abroad.
The character of our people, the
strength of our institutions, the
breadth and resources of our commonwealth tell their own story of
enterprise and accomplishment that
may well be the envy of our sister
states. The Michigan pioneer
builded better than he knew, and
the sturdiness of his character and
the devotion of his heart are here
exemplified on every hand in school
and college and church, in temperance, sobriety and industry, in manufacture, commerce and agriculture, affording our citizens wil imited avenues of cultivation and occupation, and lifting civilization to a
higher plane of development. In
the hour of trial the courage of the
Michigander is sublime; amid peace
and plenty he is temperate and appreciative.
The Netherland immigrant, whom
fate separated from his native land,
after cruising the inland seas of the
New World was providentially guided into this Black River country;
and the same kind Providence that
directed you here for your own
good, gave you to Michigan for the
good of the State. Quietly, intelligently and loyally you have maintained yourselves in this community with honor and glory enough to
gratify the most exalted expectations of the elder Van Raalte, whose
sturdy heroism and plucky resolve
has been reflected in the sterling
characteristics and unflagging enterprise of our Black River settlers.
This territory, repellant in its
natural state, has been subdued into richness unsurpassed. The Hollander,whose training and struggle
has always been with the elements,
would not be happy without difficulties to overcome. Born in revolution, but with the strong desire
for peace, his sword wasn't sheathed
until it came with honor, glory and
security. Never in the whole
world have there been such battles
with nature as in his native land.
The Hollow - Lands, NetherLands, or Low-Lands of northwestern Europe were the reward of
that ceaseless conflict between the
Hollander and the sea—the tide
was the furious pirate that inundated and washed away the tireless
effort of those sturdy Europeans,
whose matchless enterprise is now
reflected in the cities of Antwerp,
Amsterdam and Rotterdam.
How Holland diked out the sea
and made for itself a permanent
abode is known to all the world.
They fought back inch by inch the
hostile and aggressive deep, until
at last, far off in that bleak northwestern horizon, the figure of man
standing, complacent, on the long
mole of earth which his own industry had raised, was seen between
the North Sea and the sky. The
Dutch Minerva planted a garden
where the surly Neptune had lately set his trident.
Having absolved yourselves from
the supremacy of the storm wave,
you took liberty's cup and drank a
draught that filled your veins with
patriotic fire. Again and again under the leadership of William,
Prince of Orange, did your forefathers contend against the domination of a most barbaric power.
No suffering was too severe, no exaction was too great, no inquisition too revolting for your forefathersto encounter in their struggle
for liberty and independence.
Though defeated oft, they were
never discouraged.
Thrice obliged to flee from the
land he loved, PrinceWilliam thrice
returned, and each time with renewed vigor led his people against
the f De, trampling under foot the
peace policy of ‘moderation',which
only provided that instead of burning at the stake, the offenders
against Spanish religion might be

rted to witness the events of earth, flag floating above them. Here they Rev. Aibertus C. Van Raalte, D. D.,
bow heaven's mighty army of 1-101- could go without sacrificing their pa- small of stature, with massive head,
would here record, for generations yet
nd's
martyrs for liberty must have triotisin. Here they could go and re- athletic step and of iron frame; with
to come, the fact that this great inked down with soft pity upon their main loyal to God and to country. But deep, keen, gray eyes that commanded
heritance will be transmitted by us
even this boon the government respect, inspired confidence and enor country!
unimpaired.
'his persecution continued f t r promptly refused, and henceforth all forced obedience; with military rather
Babel's tower builders but reflect
ny years. Thousands of guilders eyes were turned toward America— than clerical bearing; educated at
the natural desire of the human famire paid as fines, many gospel toward America, the home of freedom, Leyden and of scholarly attainments;
ly to dwell together. Nothing in this
heroic in undaunted moral courage;
world stands alone. Animals of a kind eachers languished in prisons, and the land ot' plenty.
Then
came
the
great
problem,
firm
in determination; comprehensive
any
others
were
buffeted,
cuffed
and
herd together; plants of a kind group
together; birds of a kind flock to- aten by the rough soldiery until life whether to emigrate or aloeize. Em!- in his grasp of things, temporal and
gratIon meant loss of identity, loss of spiritual; with unerring prophetic
s almost despaired of.
gether; and man to man is bound by
listory, however, teaches us that religious leadership, disintegration, vision, complete self-denial, unlimited
the very laws of his nature. Even the
ere is a boldness, a spirit of daring absorption. Colonization meant iden- faith and large hearted christian chargreat Creator unites three persons in
the unity of His being. This natural i religio.s reformers which is able to tity preserved, leadership guaranteed, ity; a statesman, prophet and priest;
k sternest despotism in the face, unity of interest and purpose main- a born orator; a born leader. Long
desire to dwell together is even more
d
to shake, with means most made- tamed, "assimilation and not absorp- live his memory in the hearts of posintense among a patriotic people,
teritv! Immortal be his name'
ate, principalities and powers.
among a people that, 'eve their pD114tion,"
*
*
Rev. Hendrik P. Scholte. A man
The decision was prompt and cer*
try's flag, that réVere Its history, that
ohsclence
in
the
:Cause
of
religion
tam.
It
must
be
colonization.
Leadof
more than average height; of genare imbued with the spirit of its liter- (2
ers
and
people
must
go
together.
tlemanlY
bearing, splendid education,
miature, and that point with pride to atid the worship of Deity gives an
pulse
so
irresistible
that
no
barriers
of
Scholte
and
Van
Raalte
soon
an
and
of
broad
and liberal ideas; powerthe tall monuments of its immortal
Lul in the pulpit and upon the rospower
or
of
opinion
can
withstand
It.
nounced
themselves
ready
to
go.
heroes.
A general epistle, asking for co. trum; a typical Dutchman, and preThe Hollander is naturally a con- Persecution but fans the flames of reoperation
and christian sympathy, eminently a recognized leader and deservative patriot, not often easily 1
ilous zeal. Nothing can stop it but
give way to it; nothing can check it was sent to the believers in the United fender of his fellow believers in the
aroused, hut actuated by deep conStates of North America. As some Netherlands; pleading their causes in
victions, firm determination, indomit- . t indulgence.
able will and unswerving loyalty to The strong arm of imperious goVern- bottled message sent from a sinking the coins and defending their rellwith an ever ready and
God, home and native land. Great, went was too weak to subdue these ship sometimes reaches the hand of a gious v
unanswerable
pen; feared by his enetherefore, must have been the causes Dutch Separatists, and when, in 1839, loved one waiting on a distant shore,
mies
and
worshipped
by his followers.
so this general epistle reached the
CONGRESSMAN WAL ALDEN SMIT}-L
that led to that mighty upheaval of William II succeeded to the throne so
Rev. Cornelius Van der Meulen. A
hands of three New Yorkers,
f
hanged by the neck. The Nether- an Isles from Russian America has public sentiment which resulted in ti.rests became less frequent; one of friendly
broad shouldered man of medium size,
.
the Emigration and Colonization of I be courts declared the statutes under De Witt, siVyckoff, and Garretson,
lander had his cruel Phillip to con- given us this proud distinction.
whose
hearts
were
touched
and
who
of genial bearing, with smooth shavela
which
the
arrests
were
made
inopertend with, while the diabolical
In the name of our common coun- 1847.
face, beautifully blending strength of -:
*
helped
prepare
the
way
for
the
mighty
alive,
and
concessions
were
made
alreign of the Duke of Alva paved try, I salute you as brothers. In
character
and kindness of heart:: an,
What were these causes? At the 1 ing independent church organiza- oncoming stream of emigration,
the way for liberty at last. And it the name of our great state, I welextemporaneous
preacher after the
On the second day of October, 1846,
was but natural that you should come you to its borders. May your close ot the war with Spain there was t a of dissenters upon petition, pro- Van
Raalte
and
his
followers,
numtype
of
Wesley,
with
the rare gift to ,
turn your eyes to the highest ex- stay be profitable and your experi- established in the Netherlands a state vied they waived all right to church
move
his
audiences
to smiles and
emplification of liberty in govern- ence pleasant; take from this scene church, with a creed positively and p perty and to subsidy from the bering forty-seven, sailed from Rotter- tears at will; essentially a man of the
.
dam. They reached New York Noment, reflected in the political prin- a memory that will not be effaced minutely defined by what is historic- S te.
vember 17, and wintering in St, Clair People, with keen business instincts
ally
known
as
the
Synod
of
.7oc1a11y,
however,
these
dissenters
Dordtciples of this God-given land of until yoUr centennial celebration
and Detroit, they came to western and an unerring knowledge of human,
held
in
1618.
To
this
Church,
s
11
remained
ostracised;
the
doors
of
recht,
liberty, where we now dwell in un- shall bring with it increased joys.
Michigan
in the early spring of 1847 nature.
with its form of government, regula- fends and relatives were closed to
ity.
Time forbids the mention of other
and
located
between the Kalamazoo
tions and. creed, the Dutch people ad- tem; they were constantly made the
National Hymn of Holland.
You have a divine right to all the
names,
scarcely less- deserving, but I,
and
the
Grand,
founding
the
city
of
hered until 1816, when King 'William 0 ects of basest ridicule and were
blessings of liberty guaranteed by
cannot refrain from. making, aPeciaa
Holland.
I,
srho
had
returned
after
the
downlaukecl
down
upon
with
contempt
and
You know what libour country.
Let him in whom true Dutch blood flows,
Untainted, pure and free:
Rev. Henry P. Scholte sailed. with a mention of Jan nes- Van de Luyster,
fall of Napoleon, succeeded in accom- h ughty disdain. If they were niererty costs and you likewise know
Whose heart' for Queen and Country glows,
vessel
load in the spring of '47, loca- who sold his beautiful Netherland
plishing,
that
which
Louis
Napoleon
ants,
they
were
boycotted.
If
they
Now raise the song with nit'.
what liberty means. It is the natIn swelling chorus, loud and long,
ting on Iowa's fertile fields and bun- farm for 60,000 guilders and gave most
w
re
day
laborers,
they
were
and
his
brother
the
emperor
had
aldis
ural birthright of mankind; all monLet heart and voice expand;
of it to pay for the passage of his poor
Peal forth to God our festal song
ready -commenced, namely, an arbi- e4, rged. The finger of scorn was
archial restraint is artificial. But
For Queen and Fatherland.
In
the
spring
of
this
same
year
Jan
fellow
believers; and to show how this
_
trary revision of the church govern- p,inted at them as they walked the
we who can enjoy liberty have no
Van
de
Luyster,
Revs
Cornelius
man.
of
God viewed the character and
ment and a moditIcation of the church st eets. They were called all sorts of nes
right to sit apart from those strugPeal forth this patriotic strain,
Pose
of the etuigration, let me
Ye brothers all, encore:
regulations prescribed by the Synod 0! irobrious names that human in- Van der Meulen and Jan Steketee, P
gling for freedom. The low lands
God holds that man In high disdain
vessel
load,
quote
the
words
of one of the receipts
.of ,Eiordtrecht. The new regulations g, trity, assisted by devilish cunning, each-came in charge of a
Who'd Fatherland Ignore.
of Holland were bathed in rich,
uf a part,
A human heart lie cannot bear,
g
iven
(or
the
nbv
and revised ruode of worship were c Id devise. In short, the most gall" and although they at ttrst intended to
pure blood, that the Republic
Nor noble thoughts and grand,
is p assa.,.
laina..e n ey
Who coldly hears the song and prayer
shouldered upon the church by the «It social and industrial persecution join Scholte in Iowa, they changed of this
might rise and bless the people
For Queen and Fatherland.
"Received.
from - —crae ot. those
their minds at Buffalo and !came to
with beneficent laws. History
V.
whose
liberty
was punch ased for the
.
Van Raalte in Michigan, where they sake ot the Lord,
again repeats itself in almost parotProtect, 0 God! oar Country good,
twentei-tive dollars.
Our Fatherland so brave. were hospitably received in large sheds
3 an.nes Van de Luyster"
id form in the struggle now going
The soil on which our cradle stood,
-erected by the earlier emigrants; these
Where we would find our grave.
These brave leaders, together with
on against the same barbaric powIn solemn prayer we raise our VOICe:
'last comers afterwards located at Zee- most of their followers., silently sleet)
er, whose territory was then worldStretch forth Thy saving hand;
Still cause Thy children to rejoice
land. Then came Ray. Marten A. beneath the clods of the valley. This
wide, but which time has so cruelIn Queen and "Fatherland.
Ypma and his followers, who settled d-ay, 1iowe‘er,
—Trans?. by.)'. B N.
• is sufficient witness of
ly circumscribed; and the sentiin Vriesland. In 1S-18 Rev. Seine the fact that though dead, they still
ment of the Hollander, so often Address of Hon. G. J. Diekerria.
Bolks followed with a colony frorothe 'li ve. In the language of one of their
expressed, of sympathy with the
province
of Overisel and settled1 in, most, ei oquent and gifted sons: "As
patriots struggling so near our
Standing here at the close of the
Overisel township, Allegan county. the pure white snow of winter disapshores to throw off the yoke that Nineteenth Century, with the rosy
Since then a constant strearn.of end- pears from view, but returns again in.
galled you for so many years is hues of the morning of the Twentieth
gration has followed.
green g-rass and leaf, in the beautiful
creditable alike to your history and al ready tinging the eastern sky; standrose, the pure white lily, the rippling
your heart. As your forefathers ing thus upon the soil which one-half
Who were these men?
brook, the bubbling spring, the driftovercame the Butcher Alva. let the of a century ago was dedicated to God
They were not fugitives from, jus-- ing cloud, the seven-colored rainbow
and humanity through prayer and the
Butcher Weyler be overcome.
toe, nor yet did the spirit of adven- and the pearly dew drops, so the pure
Who knows where liberty had singing of psalms; dedicated by an
ture urge them on. They were r o ut white lives of these departed ancesits birthplace amid the struggle of heroic ancestry that left home and nalike the Roman colonists sent to hold tors live on in the virtues of their pospatriotic men from the dawn of civ- tive land to brave for conscience sake
an
army's distant conquests.. They terity."
ilization until now? It was my the terrors of wintry seas, the dangers
were
plain, earnest, sober, christian
of
untrodden
forests
and
the
poisonprivilege, a short time ago, to exThey budded even better than they
,
naen.
They reluctantly left the home knew. They laid foundations broad
ous
breath
of
dismal
swamps—let
us
amine the origina: draft of the dekind, realizing that where the heart and deep upon principles eternal. The
claration of independence. Gaz- with reverent spirit and thoughtful
plaid down what it loved most, there it, evolution of time cannot disturb it.
ing upon it with awe and thanks- mind briefly review the acts of OUR
,is desirous of laying itself down.
The superstructure is safe.
giving, the mind reverted to the Pilgrim Fathers, who, in 1847, under
historic struggle of the Hollander the tall oaks, the stately pines and the
Tney embarked upon those wintry. The movement being essentially a
-seas in search of religious freedom, sowith Spain, and we must concede shady beach, amid want and destitudal equality and better temporal sus- religious one, everything centralized
that the inspiration of England's tion, laid broad and deep the foundaabout the church. The kerkeraad
,benaneemagna charta in 1688 and the de- tions of freedom's new temple and
(consistory) combined the legislative,
Upon bonded knees they sobbed
claration of independence in 1776 perpetuated here in liberty's land the
their
last farewell, and then trusting j.,udicial and executive branches of
find much of their inspiration and spirit of institutions, in the defen-se of
their
eir government.
themselves to Heaven and the eletrace their natural genealogy to the which William the Silent, died and the
PRESIDENT G. J. KOLLEN. LLD.
Their
patriotism, however, was immeats, wistfully looked over old
Dutch act of abjuration in 1580. Low-lands were drenched with the
mediately
transferred to the country
, oceates heavi ng bosom to f a r ofT shores,
Leaders of much of our highest blood ef countless martyrs, whose ex- king without asking the consent of followed the days of actual arrests.
De Cock, Van Velzen, Brurumel- where they could worship God outside of their adoption, and when the Civil
thought, writers who have inspired ultant spirits winged their dlight the church authorities and contrary
to
the
precedents
of
two
centuries
of
kamp,
Van Rune, Meerburg and of prison wade and without feeling War broke out the Holland colonies
the noblest resolve, pioneers whose away to tod from the burning stake,
Scholte, their heroic leaders, might. the sting of social ostracism or of a f urnished their full quota of as brave
heroism is the legacy of mankind, the bloody axe and the gleaming Reformed Church government.
soldiers as ever fought in any army,
This action was followed by a storm well have said with the Apostle Paul: soldier's bayonet.
first spoke the language of the swerd_
soldiers
in whose veins flowed the heIt, is a happy faculty of human na- of religious agitation, which finally re- "Even unto this present hour we both.
Dutch; .tand it was truly said by
It was thus that the Holland colon- roic blood of Van Tromp and De RuyFranklin that ‘.in love of liberty, ture that we may live in the past iby sulted in the Separation of 1833-34, hunger and thirst and are naked, and •iets of 1.47 furnished this country with ter, of Orange and Maurice.
and bravery in the defense of it, knowledge of history, and in the fu- when several ministers, together with are buffeted, and have no certain, the only emigration that, in spirit and
* *
4,
Holland has been our greatest ex- ture by bop( and anticipation. I taaas thousands of their followers, left the dwelling place; and labor, working purpose, can truly be said to resemble
ample."
been wellsaid that "by contemplating mother church and began to congre- with our own hands; being reviled, we the settlement of New England by the The thought that impresses me
the example and studying the charac- gate in houses, barns and upon the bless: being persecuted, we suffer it; Pilgrim fathers.
most to-day is the sacrifices these men
It was thus that Holland's Puritans of 1847 were willing to make for poster of our ancestors, by partaking of , open , fields. This incurred the dis- being defamed, we entreat; we are
their sentiments and imbibing their pleasure of the king and the active op- made as the filth of the world, and are of the Nineteenth Century emigrated terity. Simultaneously with the building of the log cabin and the log
spirit, by -sympathizing with them in position of that branch of the state the otTscouring of all things unto this to America.
It was thus that the city of Holland church we find them laying the fountheir toils and sufferings, and rejoi- ,church which had acquiesced in the day. '
* /e
became to .the American Hollanders - dation of the school house and of the
cing with then: in their triumphs and new,departure of a king-made church
Thus we have traced the leading- what Plymouth Rock is to the New college.
successes, we wingle our own existence government, and which, by a formal
with theirs and become their contem- action of its general synod, called cause that led to the Dutch coloniza- Englanders.
Think of these poor, half-starved,
Such were the men of 1847.
poraries, live the lives they lived, en- upon the king to suppress these re- tion ,,f 1847. There was, however, still
half-naked immigrants building a col*4 *
dure what they endured, and partake ng,, imis assemblages. What a dark another potent cause, namely great,
lege before they had provided for acWho were their leaders?
in the rewards which they enjoyed." blot of lasting national disgrace might poverty, want, hunger and destitutual personal wants; before they had
On yonder arch their portraits hang.
So by running along the line of future have -been prevented, had this weak tion, yea almost starvation among the
k Continued on Sixth Page.)
time; by contemplating the probable potentate hut answered in the Ian- middle and poorer classes of the
fortunes of those who are coming af- .g,uage of the father of his country, people, such as had never before been
ter us: by doing something which may William the Silent, who, in 1577 stop- witnessed in the Netherlands.
promote their , happiness, when we, ped the ,persecution of the Ana-BapThe Separatists were almost exclustoo, shall sleep with the fathers, we tists with the following memorable ively composed of this class, and their
protract our own earthly being and words:: "We declare to you that you power to relieve one another had been
crowd whatever is future, as well as have no right to trouble yourself with exhausted. Oppressed in conscience,
all that is past, into the narrow com- any man's conscience, so long as noth- hungry in body, poor in pocket, but,
ing is done to cause private harm or with dauntless spirits and dogged
pass of our earthly existence.
Standing in this relation to our an- public scandal."
Dutch determination, these brave men
But the days were degenerate, and began to look for a haven of rest and
cestors and to our posterity, we have
come from many distant States to this the lofty spirit ,of individual liberty, a land of plenty somewhere beyond
MAYOR JAMES DE YOUNG.
memorable spot, to perform here the which characterized the days of the the sea.
But, my countrymen, much as duties which that relation and this Dutch Republic, had winged its flight
But these men were patriots.
to Columbia's happy shores.
we honor the people of northwes- happy occasion impose upon us.
Though half starved and oppressed,
/t
ler
tern Europe from which you are
William I, by virtue of an obsolete they still loved their country with a
descended, thisz, their adopted and
We have come here to pay our hom- provision of the code Napoleon. which deep and tender love. To them the
your now native land, calls for our age to the men of 184'7; to record our had been incorporated into the new word ex-patriation was synonymous
undivided loyalty. Earth presents appreciation of their courage, our statutes of the Netherlands after the with treason. At a monster massno such spectacle as this and no veneration for their piety, our sym- fall of Napoleon, and which forbade meeting held In Utrecht a committee
such field for human action. Our pathy in their suffering, our admira- the assembling together of more than was appointed to solicit from the minterritory is so vast and our resour- tion for their virtues, and our attach- nineteen persons, for any purpose ister of colonies, a member of the cabces so many that man finds here ment to those eternal principles of re- whatever, unless sanctioned by the inet, permission to go to the highhis greatest theatre of action. It ligious and civil liberty for which they government, sent his soldiers with lands of Java, the government to
may not be generally believed, per- left the graves of their ancestors and sword and gun to prevent the free guarantee religious liberty and to ashaps, without a glance at the map, severed the tender ties of home and worship of God, and thus brought sist in transporting the poor. To Java,
but we have a territory so great native land to dwell under other skies, lasting shame upon a liberty-loving the -Pearl of the East," the pride of
that the sun never sets upon it. to swear allegiance to another flag, people.
the great waters, they longed to go.
Our latest purchase of the Altuti- .and to work out their destinies in a
If it is given to the souls of the de- Here they could still see the dear old
,.-_,E1411 I DIFKI
new world's western wilds. And we

past fifty years. He showed how the
great factories were teeming with human life, how the wild beast made
SA211.RDA iScptenilr r 4.
room for herds and flocks, how the
winding path and slow stage coach
G. VAN SCHELVEN, Editor.
gave way to wide-paved streets and
fast mall . trains, how the barns and
(Continued front First Page.)
granaries were filled, how the steathe
afterrionn
the
multitude
sepIn
mers ploughed the lakes, an how the
arated, one section attending the banks were strong and safe. Every
meeting In Centennial Park and the cause that uplifts mankind should be
other the Dutch meeting in the col- supported, morality should rest. upon
lege grove. At the former place Pres- the foundation of religious principle
ident G. J. Konen presided. After and religion must be the corner-stone.
the invocation by Rev. J. 11. Karsten,
Conscience must be obeyed, the church
the
chairman
made
Oostburg,
Wis.,
of
must remain the center of the affecthe opening address. He briefly re- Moos, and duty's inexorable law must
flected upon the existing conditions in remaiu supreme.
4347 and compared them with the
A historical address was delivered
present time. Great changes were by the Hon. Warner Van Worden of
wrought, in which the people should New York city. The subject assigned
glory. The dismal swamps have been to him was "1623-1847, Nationally
converted into rich gardens and the and Politically." He reviewed the
dense 'forests have made room for early years of Holland history, tralaughing harvests, through the able
cing Henry Hudson to America in
efforts, wise plans and fruitful labors
1609, which resulted in the founding of
of the fathers. The spirit of the founNew York city. He elevated New York
ders still lives and continues to live in
city as the example of Dutch industry
their children.
In colonization. They gradhally subThe principles of the fathers
dued the new world for God and civilare still held In honor and are
ization as they marched with high
the only safe foundation upon which
resolves, stalwart strength, and unthe perpetuity and tutu re prosperity
conquerable wills. They have seof our people cin be b Ii1G. The ob- cured the heritage and owe the libertiesand the privileges which are en•
joyed to the valor and self-denial of
men and women who crossed the perilous sea'and exchanged the old home
for the new.
Rev. J. T. Bergen was greeted with
t'
an ovation as he treated the relation and duties to the future. He
said in substance: The nation is destined to have a great future. There
is enough Dutch blood in America to
make a great future. This colony
was planted by God, and the colonists
came here and laid the foundation for
His law. We should look Into the future with perfect confidence. The
first duty is faith in God and, that established,assures success. The institutions planted to-day are causes.
It is a responsibility not to be shirked.
Man was made for God's glory and if
JOHN STEKETEE, Vice Consul of the Netherlands,
this is lost sight of the future is a fail3 ect of the celebration is not to deify ure. The motto should be, "Hold
man. but to see in man the blessed fast to that which is good." Again,
agency by which God has pleased to "Prove all things " This was the
accomplish his great purposes. The great principle of 1847. The fathers'
fair reputation left by the fathers ideal was a free church in a free state,
should ever be kept unsullied. The and this was the ultimate reason for
celebration bedav should be a relay to coming to America. No government
us whereby the piety and virtues of on earth is capable of governing the
the fathers*should obtain new strength church. You can not divorce religion
and from the contemplation of the from politics. In every alderroan,senpast may we gather an inspiration for ator, judge, governor, or other official
place of government, we need a perthe future.
Mayor De Young, realizing that he son of religious convictions. A second
was no speaker, welcomed the people great principle is the keeping of the
in the name of the citize ns o r Hol. Sabbath. It sbuuld be kept rigidly.
land. He said: -The city i s yours: The Sabbath day is like a fertile field
and all virtues are cultivated in the
our homes are yours."
When Congressman Wm. Alden keeping of that day. If the Ameri•
was given a roost can Sabbath should perish, America
Smith appeared he
cordial greeting. As he was called will perish. Education is a duty of
upon to make the address in behalf the future. The foundations are laid
e by reason of Gov . Pingree's for college, seminary and public
of the sta.
schools. First get expenditure of
•abseoce, he stated that he would perpublic money for public schools and
form that duty as b?st he could. The
then for office holders. In education
Michigan pioneer builded better than
be knew and the sturdiness of his lies the safety of the public schools
character and the devotion of his and all other institutions. We should
heart are here exemplified on every not be afraid to introduce morals in the
band. All love Michigan. Let us public schools and that there is a God
and Bible in which dies the safety of
with one accord and in her name give
welcome to every sister state. He re man and country. The spirit of moviewed the difficulties which the 1101• desty and economy should be exereised. The forefathers came from
landers had to overcome, and now
they possessed a territory in richness lowly homes, and seldom had luxurunsurpassed. They drank out of the les' The country is transformed by
the farmers into fundameutal induscup of liberty and - were filled with
patriotism, Man has a divine right try. The divine command is to till
to liberty, but he should not deprive the soil. On the success of the farmer
his fellow beings of the same privi- depends the future of the country.
leges. He referred to struggling Cu- The principle of allegiance to law and
_ba. There is a call for undivided authority should be cultivated. There
loyalty; the territory is vast and the is no rule for revolution, and even the
opportunities unlimited. As the fore. shadow of mob rule should be crushed.
fathers overcame the Butcher Alva Our resolution should be to follow the
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let the Butcher Weyler be overcome.' example of our forefathers.
Chief Simon Pokagon of the PottaMr. Smith was bully applauded.
G. J. Diekema in his oration on .watomies was introduced as the last
"The Dutch Immigration and Colon- speaker. The venerable Indian, standlog there as be did in his plain
_ ,
clothes, wearing rubbers instead of
j•Ig • '55;:>"Pik
leather shoes, and in years of age,
5:•0•17-1
represented the down-trodden abtO:
r
•
origines before the magnificent audknee. His touching words brought
exultant applause to his ear. He
greeted them as the true nobility of
the land. He eXpressed his joy in
meeting them at this Important gathering of the fathers and mothers who
have reclaimed from an unbroken
wilderness a paradise, If such there is.
He begged them not to covet the Indian's grave, but rather to erect to
him a monument, simple though it
be. He made a plea for the forest and
bewailed the fact that they were being
ruthlessly destroyed. He exhorted his
hearers to refrain from profanity and
cling to the Great Spirit, and expressed his joy in being permitted
to speak on this occasion, and
G. V. MOMMA.
hoped, that the Great Spirit might
Treasurer of the Commission.
continue to bless thew.
Ization of 1347," made an eloquent
plea in behalf of the struggles of
the early heroes. He paid homage to
The meeting In the college campus
the men of ls47, reviewed the causes drew an equally if not still larger audithat led to the immigration, showed ence. This meeting was presided
the effects of persecution, contrasted over by Rev. E. Van der Vries and
the problem of emigration or coloni- was in the Holland language. The
zation which confronted them, men- music was in charge of the Van Len te
tioned the brave loaders who prepared Choir, Interspersed with singing by
the way to freedom end held up the the audience. A ble addresses were
progress and development during the delivered by Rev. Jacob Van der

Meulen, Rev. M. Koiyn, Georee gave me a cigar, and we smoked
Birkhoff, and Rev. J. I. Fles, as also a the pipe of peace together."
poem by Rev. A. Zwerner of Spring
As a public speaker Pokagon has
Lake. These addresses have all ap- an enviable reputation. His sentipeared in full, in the Holland lane- ments are pathetic, and all his aduage, in this week's issue of DE dresses, including the one delivered
here on the first day of the celebraG 'roam WET.
In th?, evening the music loving tion, betray kindliness of heart and
people were afforded a rich treat in earnestness of thought. He has a
the way of an open air concert by face that would attract attention
Phinney's U. S. Band. The selections anywhere.
were rendered in a manner which
Pokagon was born in the town of
renewed the enthusiasm for the Pokagon, near Niles, Mich., named
Semi-Cent ennial celebration. The con- after his father, the doughty chiefcert was far superior to anything ever tain. He now resides half a mile
heard in Holland. and the efforts of from Lee, Allegan county, on a
Prof. J. B. Nykerk in securing this at- small farm, which he tills for his
traction won for him many compli- daily sustenance. In 1847, the year
mentary remarks. The program lasted of the advent of the first Holland
one hour and when the leader an- colonists, he lived near Dewogiac,
nounced that they could give another in Cass county. His first visit in
hour's entertainment but time would Holland was in the early '6o's.
not permit it, a chorus of voices pealed
The connecting point between
forth "Go Ahead " The music was the Hollanders and the Indians, in
appreciated by an audience equal to 1847, covers two tribes—the Ottathat which attended the afternoon was and Pottawatomies. Prior to
session. At the close Mr. Phinnev the treaties of 1821 and 1833, betendered Prof. Nykerk a well deserved tween the U. S. government and
compliment as to his ability as row; the several tribes herein named,
cal director and three cheers for the this region, including part of Michband boys closed the concert, much to igan, Indiana and Illinois, belonged
to the Pottawattomie, Ottawa and
the regret of all present.
C h ippewa tribes—all springing
The fireworks 'after the concert
drew the multitude westward to the fr om the powerful Algonquin famivicinity of the Fourth Ref. church, 1.Y• and was occupied by them jointwhere the grandest illumination arid ly as their common hunting ground.
i s known as the
pyrotechnic display ever witnessed in In 1826, by what
treaty of Tippecanoe, it was agreed
Western Michigan was exhibited
between them, with the assent of
the government, to make a division
The second day was devoted to the of territory and assign a part to
reading of historical papers in the dif- each tribe. By this treaty the Upferent churches. These readings were per Peninsula was set apart to the
Interspersed with music by various Chippewas; the tract between the
soloists. Mr. B A. Beneker of Grand Straits and Grand River to the OtRapids, a fine tenor, sang "Ons "Va- tawas, and all south of Grand
derland" very acceptably at the Hol- River, including parts of Indiana
land meetings. Other singers that and Illinois, to the Pottawatomies.
participated were Mrs. H. D. Moore, This arrangement has always been
of Flelena, Montana, Mrs. J. M. More duly observed, even after the title
ris, of Waupuro Wis , Mrs. Albert to the soil was ceded by them to
Wikstrum, of Hamilton, Canada, Dr. the government in subsequent
A. C. V. Gilmore, Prof. J. B. Nykerk, treaties, and up to the time of the
'Miss Grace Yates and Mrs. G. J. Dick- actual occupation of these regions
erna, of Holland. The above were all by the white settler.
in fine voice and gave a very pleasing
Nevertheless when the Hollanrelief to the meetings. Although the ders came here in '47 this immediprogram was entirely at variance with ate locality was occupied by the
that of the day previous, the interest Ottawas, notwithstanding that their
manifested was great. An hour's de- hunting grounds had been fixed
votional services preceded the 'pre- north of the Grand River. Pokagram at each of the four churchesj - gon explains this in this way: The
Shortly before noon Gov. Pinkree headquarters of the Ottawas was
arrived In the city from Buffalo, and Grand Traverse. Here they spent
was given a welcome and ovation in their summers. The game in that
Centennial Park. The crowd bent on early period, as a rule, migrated
seeing and hearing the governor was south in the winter, and this made
so great that the dinner hour was no poor hunting and trapping in the
object. The speaker was introdtAed Traverse region. Hence they—
by Dr. G. J Kollen; his address of wek the Ottawas—followed the game in
come is given below. Shert addreSses the fall' and located during the
were made by Prof. Bergen, G.
winter at and near Black Lake.
Their stay however was only temporary, and was with the consent
of the Pottawatomies, whose headquarters were further south in the
counties of Cass, Berrien and Van
Buren. Here the Pottawatomies
lived on small farms, which they
owned, having purchased them
back from the government after the
treaty of 1833, by which treaty the
elder Chief Pokagon, father of our
guest, had ceded to the government
the title to all the land south of
Grand River, including the present
site of Chicago, for about three
cents an acre.
Beyond this we will not go at
this time, deeming the above ample as an introduction of our honored visitor% and at the same time
indicating why he was such.
•

Address of Rev. J. T. Bergen.
R. N. DE MERELL.
Cludrintin of Committee on Decorittloo.J.

Diekema, Simon Pokagon, Wm, Alden
Smith, and Capt. Gardener. Music
was rendered by Mrs. Albert Wik strum of Hamilton, Canada. At the
conclusion a cablegram was read from
Baron Van Houten, ex-minister of the
Queen, conveying congratulations.
This was greeted with loud cheers.
After dinner a reception was tendered to Gov. Ping,iree on the lawn
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Dick-erna, and many
availed themselves of the opportunity
of forming his acquaintance atil
pressing the chief executive's hand,A Noted Guest.

,
A pleasing and interesting - incident of the celebration was !the
presence of Simon Pokagon, the
last of the line of royalty which Ihis
swayed the tribe of the .Pottawattomies. He has nearly passed . the
three-score and ten span of life,
and is still a power for good among
his people—witness his recent successful effort in securing from • the
U. S. government the annuity of
Sr18,000 due his people, and in
which Uncle Sam had been in arrears for many years.
Chief Pokagon has long been a
prominent character. He visited
President Lincoln soon after his inauguration, and was the first Red
Man that called upon that kiwihearted Great Father. In 1874 ah-0
he had an audience with G eh.
i
Grant in the White House. e"I
expected he would put on iii th
airs," said the chief, in telling ;he
story-, "but he treated me hinoth...

The future Is In Ole present, in solution. —R. a
Hitchcock, D. D.

Time is merely the chrystallizer.
Time is not the cause, but the medium only, of the future. The first
i. e. ultimate cause of the future is
God. HE is certain to succeed.
In the current of time other causes
are introduced and still others introduce themselves; but whether
these are in harmony with or hostile to God, He succeeds.
"He works His sovereign will."
God planted this colony. Its pioneers were His people; they came
here urged onward by a motive for
His sake; they laid foundations according to His law; and those who
are gone and those who are left
have lived to a commendable degree obedient to these .principles.
This christian character is God's
'fruitage. 'His success in this movement is embodied in the character
of its christians, in the moral powers and influences Which here have
grown and gone forth to .do their
noble work, in its institutions of
devoted learning, in its gospel stewards, in its missionaries. His
success is embodied also in its
christian business men and farmers,
—for the secular becomes sacred
when devoted to Him. If the spirits of departed forefathers could
look down upon this earth, they
would see God's success in this colonial movement written not only
upon Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa and Dakota, but also upon Japan, China, India and Arabia.
He ever continues the same perfect cause, producing perfect effects; therefore we look into the

future without the shadow of a
doubt, and say—"Let men take
what course they may, God will
succeed."
**
Our first great relation and duty
to the future is FAITH. By faith the
fathers came to America. Let us
go onward into the future by faith.
But there are other causes of the
future. The institutions that we
plant to-day become causes.
In
them our design lives like a seed,
and, growing, produces our fruitage. The wheat farmer is responsible for wheat; not for its quality
entirely, but for the fact that it is
wheat—because he plants wheat.
So we are responsible for the future, not for every element, but for
some vital, living characteristic of
the future.
To this degree we are free, responsible causes.
"Hold fast that which is good."
is a suitable text for us to consider
and apply. But before Paul wrote
these words, he wrote, "Prove all
things."
Therefore what has been proved
and found good should be held
fast. This is progressive conservatism.
There is to-day a craze in our
country for advancement. "At all
costs 1-et us have progress", is the
popular cry, often resulting in advancement backwards, and progress downwards. All true, permanent advancement gathers up and
carries along with it the good and
true of present and past. To launch
out into the future without this, is
suicide. If Americanization means
the cutting loose from the strong,
stern, moral and religious heritage
of the past, then, the less Americanization we have the better will
it be for us. Let our Americanization be the' holding fast of that
which is good.
One of the first principles brought
into active service in the founding
of this colony was the freedom of
the Church. "A free church in a
free state", was the ideal of the
forefathers; the attainment of this
was the actual, practical cause of
the emigration.
We believe that no human government on the face of the earth is
tit to govern the church; that state
regulation of worship is fraught
with great danger; that with the
recognition of and protection to the
Church the duty of the State ceases.
Plato in his '•Lnws"—the work
of his old age—teaches, that after
all,religion is the. fundamentahnecessary thing. We believe this; and
our duty to the future is to preserve this principle. The ship of
state needs the headlight of religion, but this must be free to shine
with its own divine lustre.
There are dangers in our form ot
government from the very principle that "we are the State."
For
we includes all, and among us is
an element which would gladly
unite State and Church for the control of pplitics and also for the control of men's consciences. Let us
hand down and apply this principle
--that no government shall regulate
religious worship until He shall
come" whose government is upon
His shoulders."

science is religion. Listen t
the
words of George Washington:
"Of all the dispositions and habits which lead to political prosperity, religion and morality are indispensable supports.
Let it simply
be asked, where is the security for
property, for reputation, for life, if
the sense of religious obligation desert the oaths which are the instruments of investigation in Courts of
Justice? Whatever may be conceded to the influence of refined education on minds of peculiar structure, reason and experience both
forbid us to expect that national
morality can prevail in exclusion
of religious principle."
These are the words of Washington. (Farewell Address.) 'We
hurl them into the face of those
who teach that religion and morality have no place in politics.

FL DE KRUIF, JR,

Side by side with this doctrine
stands our duty to preserve the
Christian Sabbath. We claim,and
all will concede this claim, that in
this institution we have a goodly
heritage. With peculiar rigidity
our forefathers kept the sacred day:-.
This observance cultivates all other virtues if it is conducted in sincerity and love.
The Christian
Sabbath is like a fertile field, well
tilled, in which all manner of goodly fruits will grow. Reverence for
law, the cultivation of sobriety,
home, neighborship apart from the
distracting vicissitudes of busineslife—all these are involved in keeping the Sabbath.
Apart from the physical, mental
and moral blessings in the Sabbath, it is sufficient reason to
give to all who ask, that we should
keep the Sabbath because it is a
sacred th

Our duty is to combat all infringement upon this institution;
and to set our face like a flint
against individual and corporate.
sin against tha law: "Remember
the Sabbath Day to keep it holy."
*
The education of all, is our duty
to the future. Our American Public School system is largely borrowed from the Netherlands. It is
Dutch principle that the first and
foremost public expense is the
maintenance of the public schools.
The Holland colonies in the West
found this doctrine already planted. Our forefathers entered with
devoted spirit into this system. The
American school system found a
warm welcome. It has been a
great blessing to us. It is the
cause of much of our prosperity.
The advantages in the Netherlands
for an education are very great;
But side by side with this doc- but the advantage in America is,
trine stands another, taught and that after the education has been
practised by the pioneers, viz., that obtained here there is so much
public office should be guarded more room for the application of
against irreligious men. If religion it.
is essential to the State, it follows
Our danger to-day is materialisthat it is also essential to the law- tic education; and our duty is to
maker and the executive. This is spiritualize the education, to
make it include the essential man
who is a soul and not a mere sociLet us
al and business animal.
lift the ideal of education up to the
standard of a developed manhood,
built up for the good of his fellowmen and not for the purpose of
selfishly acquiring wealth, comfort
and power.
*
Our duty to the future is thecultivation of modesty and economy.
It is wholesome to be moderate in
customs, habits, business and indeed in all things material. The
spirit of our great West has in it a
boastful element. We are in danger of bowing down to the idol of
Braggadocio. Truth is often made
but a jestful thing, to be toyed with
and exaggerated for private vanity
or public advertisement. This
AREND VISSCHER.
spirit is the begetter of all kinds of
Recording Secretary c.d the Conunistdon.
dishonesty. The man who brags
not religious control of public af- will lie.
We are from lowly homes, where
fairs; but it is simply the demand
that those who are put into con- provincial customs of modesty and
Every unassuming pretension prevail,
trol shall be NORMAL MEN.
seat on the legal bench, every al- where luxury is rare and the satisderman's, legislator's, or senator's faction of wholesome needs is
chair, every mayor's, governor's or deemed sufficient. Now if in Apresident's place of authority needs merica the blessing of more abuna man of strong controlling religi- dance is given us, may it never rob
Only thus can us of this old-country virtue. lnous convictions.
the evil of partiality be resisted. to our sometimes boastful and
How can a man do his duty to his showy West, let us inject the spirfellow- men and the State, if he is it of humble reserve, of unam biti not doing his duty to his God? ous steadfastness. It is a leaven
Conscience in great power is sorely needed by us Americans in
nee.led in all public affairs, and the our development as a Nation. Inonly wholesome educator of con• tense devotion to law and order,
a

the avoidance of public excitement,
the immediate suppression of "even
the shadow of mob-rule--let these
be the legacy that we shall hand
down to the future.
In this age of socialistic development and tendencies, let us cultivate the doctrine of a free, open
and generous business competition.
If we must have public control, let
us keep it as local as possible and
as narrow as is compatible with
public good.
Earnestness—earnestness is perhaps peculiarly a trait of the Hollander. Earnestness is one of the
great needs of to-day and to-morrow. Lot sports and amusements
be minimized and earnest living be
magnified.
America has blessed us. Let us
by God's help bless America. Let
us be diligent in business, "fervent
in spirit, serving the Lord.
The Semi-Centennial Chorus.
The exercises of the a (tern -)on were
liberally interspersed with music by a
chorus of 300 singers. They were thoroughly drilled under the ancientleadership of Prof. . B. Nykerk and every sone instilled inspiration into the
hearts of the vast audience. The perfect rendition of every number showed
the skillful hand of their leader, who
as a professor of music has won for
himself many laurels. !

etla

PROF. J. B. NYKERK,
Irma!) of Committee on Musk.

It was a marvel what a month's
training can accomplish with an undisciplined chorus. Every nu tuber
was rendered with a precision of time
and attack that was truly wonderful.
The vast audience joined in with the
chorus and band, with lusty fervor,
in the Dutch national air and the
chorals, and the audience were fairly
transported when the chorus rose to
the acme of its power In Haydn's
"The Heaven's are Telling." This
massive music, a grand fugue built
up out of a simple choral, swelling
from the simplest melody into the
sublimest of harmonies as it swept on
from voice to voice, served as a fitting
climax to the program of the afternoon. Much of the effect in this number depended on the orchestration,
and Mr. Phinney's band showed itself
more than equal to the occasion, by
assisting in a most artistic manner.
As nearly as we can ascertain the
following took part in the Semi-Centennial chorus:

A cross-cut saw, used by the first
settlers of Holland, in cutting Limber
for their homes, owned by John Ver
Hoge. Accompanying this display are
samples of wood work done in pioneer
days:
A hand machine for the manufacture of shingles;
A hand-carved tool chest, which
years ago came from the Netherlands:
Rifles, guns and swords, all of which
have historical records;
A hand buckwheat cutter, owned by
H. G. Beltman;
A lamp, made about 50 years ago,
owned by D. Nies. It largely resembles a student's lamp of to-day:
A. cup and saucer, over 200 years old,
owned by Simon Harketna, and plates
equally ancient, owned by Mrs. D.
Postma of Graafschap;
A collection or bibles, one of which
is over 237 years old;
A marriage certificate of Herman
Jan Slag and Miss Fransiena Wend,
dated August 22, '47. The marriage
TENORS.
was performed by Dr. A. C. Van RaalMessrs.
Messrs.
te, and the certitle ite states that the
Dr. B. J. De Vries Henry De Weerd
nuptials were tied in the open air,
Fred Van Lente
Wm. De Pree
H. P. Schunrmans —"God's temple."
'term. De Kruif
John Van -e yven
The hotel register of the famous
P. A. Miller
Charles
Hanson
B. A. Beneker
"Ottawa House," at Port Sheldon, in
Frank Smith
— Danhof
feee, together with a picture of the
J. C. Van Vyven Gerard Cook
hotel and a plat of what was then exHenry A. Meengs James Cook
Wm. Heyler
James Winter
pected to become a large city;
C.
C.
Wheeler
D. J. Te Roller
Linen, made in the Netherlands in
J. Van Lente
Paul Tanis
1781 and owned by Mrs. H. Van ArenHenry R. Brink Wm. D. Van Loo
J. G. VandenBosch donk of New Holland: ,
Dirk Hansen
Nich. Van Zanten G. J. Riemersma
A bhle purchased by T. Keppel at
Bert
Naberhuis
Wm. De Kok
Amsterdam in 1845; it weighs a fracJurry E. Winter Jelke Brink
tion over 17 pounds.
John R. Brink
Henry Kleyn
Dr. F. J. Schouten has a bible prin1. R. De Kraker J. D. Klomparens
Herman Vliem
Wm. Rinck
ted in the Holland language, which
Martin De Goede
A. J. Schermer
was printed in 1660.
John Katte
E. Aellts
A. T. Koster, of Grand Rapids,
J. H. Fairbanks
brought some strange relics .for exhiBASSOS.
bition. A clock more than 1,000 years
Messrs.
Messrs.
old and in good running order; two
A. C.V. R. Gilmore John held
vases over 1000 years old; a cane with
Henry DouWina
James Price
C. J. Den Herder Tony Dykstra
a watch in it that keeps time; three
Jacob Graber
Albert Lahuis
gold watches of ancient make that
Dr. L. N. Tuttle Nicholas Boer
strike the hour, and a case of jewelry
- Egbert Boone
John Nies
John Winter
manufactured hundreds of years ago
E. D. Kremers
G. A .Windeknecht Cornelius Pippel
in the Netherlands make up the colJohn Ossewaarde N. J. Dykema
lection.
Guy C. Hekhuis
Harry Boone
Frank Huizinga
A few feet to the west was a hut in
Gerrit De Vries
Nies
Harry
C.
Will Prakken
which Rev. Samuel M. Zweraer 'ensRalph Schols
John Vork
played Arabian curiosities and deHarry Reidsma
Frank D. Scott
livered missionary tracts to those inN. It McCormick
F. Mansens
Al. Toppen
terested in his work.
B. F. Delman
Nich. Toppen
G. Van Houle
-I. Van ZwaluwenOur Absent Friends.
James Weyer
burg
Neal Van Duren
Fred Van Anrooy Pork Rikeen
In justice to the many who were
P.
A.
Latta
L. D. Bergen
prevented from attending the celeFrank Huizinga Anthony Van Ity
bration, we should like to give a
J. B. skiketee
Louis McKay
series of extracts from letters emG. Van der Hill
H. Coggeshall
Henry F. Toren John Steggerda
bodying expressions of kindly -senHerman
Cook
Klaas 'roppen
timent, received by the commisJohn Ossewaarde
Egbert Winter
sion. but in doing so it would be
P. Ossewaarde
Wm. Maurits
Of the above number Zeeland fur- difficult to draw a line where to benished forty, Grand Rapids three, «in and where to close. PromiOverisel three, East Holland one, Chi- nent among those that have thus
cago two, and the rest are from hol- been heard from are:
land.
Jennie A. Roost
A. C. Van Raalte Edith Kirupton
Cora Van der Hill
J. C. Calhoun
Cath'ne Pfanstiehl
Wm. Van Dyk
eses
Dora VanderSchel
A my Yates
D. Windeknecht
Lizzie Van Zwalu- Ellen Winter
wenburg
Lizzie Winter
Jennie Werkman Ethel Smith
Minnie Mokma
Mamie Bosnian
Lizzie Leenhouts Mary J. Elenbaas
Marie Veneklasen Nella Pfanstiehl
Martha Vis
Marie Karssen
Rose B. Davidson Louise Thompson
Minnie Boone
Lena De Haan
Anna C. Rooks
Dina Dunnewind
Nellie Jonkman Matilda Damson
Jeanette Vaupell Reka Werkman
Christine J. Broek Bertha Strowenjan
Gola Smith
Dena Karssen
Jennie Oostema Mamie Nauta
Addie I. Bell
Anna De Kruit
Christine Tenhave Katie Schaap
Allie M. Wheeler Ella Van Leeuwen
Jennette Schepers Kate Steketee
Mabel Allen
ot
" W a icte
Anna
,
Mary Vander Haar A ik\ e g e r
Margaret De Vries Katie S. Van Loo
Jennie Prakken
Mary Van Dyke
Anna Schoon
Alice Toppen
Bessie East
Marie E. Lthick
Clara H. Van Goor

WM. De Kruif

•

The Colonial Museum.

One of the chief attractions was a
reproduction of ao old-fashioned log
cabin, in which the pioneers made
their homes. The structure is 1ex22 ft.
built by Arnold De Feyter. The roof
is of bark, and the building has small
windows and ancient doors. This log
but, together with the adjacent building was used for the display of relics
and curios of various descriptions.
Many of them are of great age and of
SOPRANOS.
!much value. The collection was made
Misses
Mesdames
up of antiquities of all kinds, such as
Bessie Pfanstiehl
G. J. Dieketna
spinning wheels, cradles, chairs, taChristine Gilmore Jennie Kremers
Theresa v Vulpen bles, lamps, clocks, guns, pistols,
0. E. Yates
E Windeknecht
A. Inhuis
books, jugs, kitchen utensils, crockery,
Mary Mulder
H. D. Moore
pictures, hand machines, tool chests
James Ossewaarde AI vena Bres' man
and many other articles. The number
Jennie Dokter
C. E. Luscomb
Rena Dokter
of entries exceeded one thousand, and
Geo. E. Konen
Annie
Dykema
W. C. Walsh
the display was witnessed and admired
Henry Geerlings NellieNotier
by countless multitudes. '1 he comJohn Vandersluis Anna Kleyn
mittee deserve the highest credit for
Gertie De Vries
Emma Clark
Minnie Moerdyke Anna Sprietsma
gathering the best collection of relics
Jennie De Vries
H. Ten Brink
and antiquities ever witnessed. It
Jennie Mulder
L. D. Vissers
Misses
Jennie Van Lente was a genuine old-fashioned exposition.. The log cabin will be preserved
Grace Yates
Kate Van Lente
Lalla McKay
Anna Elenbaas
by the college authorities as a meAllie Parr
Grace Dick
mento of the celebration It is erectCatherine Parr
Marguerite Mulder
Christine Boone Bertba Veneklasen ed in the grove, west of the Oggel
Frances Jonkman Hattie Schaap
House.
Cora Douw Wd
Lena Keppel
Among the many exhibits we might
Winnona Riegel Lizzie Goozen
mention the following as especially
Georgia Neerken Maud Boonstra
valuable, or unioue:
Belle Takken
Katie Van Loo
Reka Riksen
Bertha Dalman
A solid gold head-gear, as used in
Nellie M. Koning Minnie De Feyter
the Netherlands, owned by the ManElla VanLeeuwen Lizzie Van Dyk
Jennie Krokkee Lena D. De Pree
ting family. No amount of money
Dina N. Pessl nk Margie Keppel
could purchase this relic; and this is
Johanna VanGoor Anna v d Bosch
also true of many other articles in the
Tena VanderSchel Susie De Bruyn
collection;
Martha Self
Ada Duinkerk
Eliza'h SchoenIth Lou Markham
A flint lock pistol,over 100 years old,
Mary Douwma
Grace Spitsbergen owned by Henry De Pree:
Kate Ten Houten Helen Markham
A bugle and sword, used in the batRena G. Winter coraKimpton
tle of Waterloo, owned by John AlJennie Bolier
Bertha Schwarz
Martha Prakken Clara Schwarz
bers;
Sena Schols
Bouten
Anna Ten
Several spinning wheels of ancient
Minnie v d Ploeg Jennie Van Lente
designs, and samples of cloth made i
Clara Wise
Jennie H. Molder
pioneer days;
Jennie Nykerk
Acidic M. Clark
Katie Vyn
Candle molds and candles made in
Cora Brink
Minnie Etoost
Mary Sauter
the same in early years;
Lena Boone
Gertie Reidsema
Several pocket tobacco boxes, one of
Ma Belle Van Zee Daisy Davidson
which weighs 12 ounces, Is of copper,
Jennie Blom
Minnie Bird
Anna M. Toren Jennie v Eenenaam and is owned by A. Dogger;
Maud Marsilje
Anna Kleyn
Emigrant's chair, bought at AmsterKate Pra <ken
Gertrude Kamps
dam in '46 and donated by P. Van AnLemma Mokma Dena Vissers
rooy;
Anna H.Werkman Minnie Vissers
Trude M. Marsilje Rose C. Lapish
A whiskey jug used for years by
Josephine Kleyn Katie Zalusky
Priekett, an Indian who was here be•
Anna M•PranstlehlTillie Haan
fore the colonization;
Henrietta Ten have master
Old style tools and kitchen utensils,
Aleta Fairbanks John Van Houte
Katie Fox
all of which are moro or less interestALTOS.
ing;
Misses
IlMesdames
Mouse traps, clocks, flat irons, etc.,
Emma Immink
A. C. Keppel
as used by the early pioneers;
Jeanette Nykerk
C. C. Wheeler
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TANNERY.

Each
committee did its work so well,
thi at the mentioning of one of them
would necessitate the naming of all.
2. The marked hospitality, liberahty and co-operation of our citizeus, regardless of ancestry, tog i 't her with the Magnificent display
nude by our manufacturers and
incrchahts, have 'attracted the attention and received the commendation of the country.
3. The speakers, by their eloquence, brought the multitude en
rapport with the spirit and princiPresident Wm. McKinley.
W. W. Duffield, Supt. U. S. ples of the pioneers. Governor
Pingree by his presence gave eclat
coast survey, Washington.
Gen_ R. A. Alger, Sec's' of War. to the celebration, and by his
Vice President Garret A. Hobart. words of sympathy and appreciaJ. L. Cox, Commr. of Labor, tion won the admiration of the
people. Hon. Warner Van Nor
Lansing.
Washington Gardner, Sec*y of den of New York by his eloquent
address, ' replete with historical
State, Lansing.
F. A. Vanderlip, Asst. Sec) of facts, was a delightful connecting
link between the descendants of
Treasury, Washington.
R. D. Dix, Auditor 'General, the founders of New York and New
Jersey, and the Dutch immigrants
Lansing.
Wm. E. Quinby, late i'. S. min. and their children of the present
century in these Western States.
ister at The Hague.
j. The good cheer and support
Samuel P. Duffield, M. D., Dethat came to us from the surroundtroit
Schuyler Colfax, South Bend, ing rural districts, and more particularly from towns, such as ZeeThe Governors of New York, land, Grand Haven, Grand Rapids,
Kalamazoo and Chicago, were
Ohio, and South Dakota.
A. W. Van Vechten, Attorney, highly appreciated. The presence
of the Grand Rapids Board of
New York.
Rev. John Henry Barrows,D.D., Trade, and the Holland Society of
Chicago conferred upon us an honChicago.
Col. Henry M. Duffield, Detroit. or which shall ever be held in high
Rev. Henry Utterwick, East Ca' regard.
5. The many guests who came
naan, Conn.
Gen. Byron M. Cutcheon, Grand te celebrate with us from distant
.States gave such a cosmopolitan
Rapids.
Rev. Dr. Henry N. Cobb, New -Character to the celebration as the
;Circumstances seemed to demand.
York.
'3 6. Our local press, and that of
J. M. Graham, New York.
Rev. D. Demarest, D. D., New Grand Rapids, Detroit and Chica_go, gave such publicity and supBrunswick.
Rev. Peter Stryker, D. D., A s_ :port to the undertaking, that we
'Could hardly over-estimate the help
bury Park, N. J.
'received from that source.
W. L. M. Phelps, Albany.
These are the agencies, together
A. J. Kellogg, Detroit, Mich.
Prof. Richard G. Boove, Ypsi- with the chorus singers and others
who rendered equally valuable ser land.
Prof. A. Gaylord Slocum, Kala- vice in a more informal way, which,
under the blessings of God, made
mazoo.
Rev. Dr. C. Brett, Jersey City, •,the occasion one of joy and thanksgiving, and, we trust, of blessing
N. J.
Jo us and our children.
•
A CARD.
To one and all we desire to ex„tend our heart-felt thanks.
SEMI- CENTENNIAL COMMISSION,
On behalf of the Executive Corn Holland, Mich., Sept. 2, '97.
tuit tee,
Recognizing and appreciating
J. KOLLEN, Chairman.
the success of this celebration, in
A. VISSCHER, Secretary.
common with the many thousands
•
who participated therein, the execVolkslied,
utive committee, on behalf of the
1.
Semi-Centennial Commission, deWien Neerlandsch bloed In do adore; vloalt,
sires, in accordance with the prin:Van vreemde smetten vrij,
Wiens
hart voor land en keying gloelt,
ciple of giving honor to whom honWOW!' don tang als wij:
or is due, to acknowledge the
ij koll, blot ons, vereend van zin
Met onbekbatude borst,
causes and factors that entered inliet Godgevallig feestlied In
Voor vaderland en vorst.
to this celebration, and which made
it a memorable occasion to which
Stort nit dan, breeders, eens van zln,
the Hollanders and their descenDien boogverboorden kreet;
Hij jolt bij God een deugd te min,
dants may ever look with just pride
Dle bind an vorst vergeet;
Hij gloett voor menseli on breeder ilia
and satisfaction.
In de onbewogen borst,
t. It is proper to make mention
Die koel blijft hij gebed en lied '
Voor vaderland en vorst.
of the untiring efforts on the part
2.‘ the various committees.
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A Pioneer Industry.

The above is a reproduction of
a souvenir card issued by the Cap pon LS: Bertsch Leather Company,
in commemoration of the great
event. And well they might. No
other concern in this city combines
within the limits Of its existence as
much of the typical primitive of the
past and the successful development of the present, as does this
deservedly popular establishment.
It is by reason of this, and the fact
that it is at present the oldest manufacturing plant in the city, that
we deem the engraving an essential
addition to this Semi-Centennial
edition of the NEWS.
The first figure is an absolutely true and correct representation of an humble beginning—a
shed without a shingle on the roof,
twelve vats, and a white horse at
the bark mill. This tannery was
located at the shore of Black Lake,
at the site which later on was Anderson's ship yard. For two years
the pay-roll contained but two
names, those of the original firm,
Isaac Cappon and John Bertsch.
Their portraits are given above.
Perhaps the reader would like to
know a little more of the pioneer
life of these men in connection with
the pioneer industry they started.
Isaac Cappon left the old country
in 1847, at the age of 17 years; remained in New York state one
year; came to "de kolonie" in '48;
spent '49 near Kalamazoo as a
farm hand; returned here in '50,
and with the late C. Hofman built
a tannery for P. F. Pfanstiehl,
west of the present Chicago Steamboat dock. When the tannery,
such as it was, was completed,
none of the parties identified with
it, knew much of the trade, so it
was deemed best that Cappon
should go "abroad" to learn taning and currying. After spending
six months in Grand Rapids he
went to Grand Haven, and worked
two years in Albee's tannery To
the late Curtis W. Gray Mr. Cappon considers himself indebted for
becoming a practical tanner. The
next two years were again spent in
Grand Rapids in Taylor's tannery.
It was here that Mr. Cappon
formed the acquaintance of John
Bertsch, a young man who had
come there from his native state
Ohio. They worked together for
over two years, and a business intimacy was formed which resulted
in their starting the enterprise in
this city. This business relation
has continued ever since.
In 1857 they began their humble
beginning, as stated above. In
1863, during the war period, when
Uncle Sam needed besides many
men and mules also much leather,
they enlarged their plant and moved
it to the present site; and it has
been increasing in size and in
volume of business ever since. The
great fire of '71 leveled the build-

ings, but did not destroy the contents of the vats, and t he former
were gradually replaced with larger
and more substantial structures_
In 1873 the firm of Cappon
Bertsch was swallowed up by the
present corporation, known as
"The Cappon & Bertsch Leather
Co."
For the purposes of the present.
occasion we limit ourselves to this
synopsis of the genesis of what is
now the largest tannery in Michigan. It are "the days of small
things" that are especially pleasant
to recall during a celebration such
as we have enjoyed. A comparison
between that shed on the first engraving, and the imposing build'-;
inns below tells its own tale—the
more so when we reflect that the
first represents one white horse and
a pay-roll of two men, and the latter a capital stock of $40o,000, a
bi -weekly pay-roll of $5,000, and
an annual consumption of 5,000
cords of bark.
A LEARNED HERMIT.
Wise Country Folk Are Much Interested in 111w.
LI the edge of \Vise county, Va., nob

far from Pound Gap, lives one of the
most scholarly men in the south. He is
a hermit, living in a mountain cabin,
with no companion save his dogs, says
the St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
Forty years ago Henry Lewis was a
leading society man of Baltimore, but
the girl whom he loved proved false.
Be lied to the old world, hoping to
drown his love amid the gay scenes of
Paris, London and Rome. Later he
went to Egypt, passed through Asia
and returned to America the day after
Fort Sumter was fired upon.
He joined the confederate army and
served with distinction to 1 he close of
the war. After the war Lewis bought
his mountain cabin and has been living the life of a recluse ever since. He
has a fine library, of which he makes
good use.
Once a month he goes to the neighboring village and lays in bis supplies.
He is a fine linguist and is well versed
in geology, mineralogy, ornithology,
but never talks upon these subjects unless requested to do so by those who
visit him.
Lewis is nearing 70 and is growing

feebler every day and it can't be long
before he passes away. It is the opinion
of the country folk that Lewis is only
an assumed name and that on his deathbed he will reveal his identity.
Origin of Polo.
P010 is one of the oldest games known
to civilization, says an exchange. it
was played by the young swells of
LTfassa on thè tableland of Thibet,
between the Himalayas and Ewenlun
mountains, many centuries ago. Traveling westward, it reached the Byzantine emiperor, Manuel Conmenus
about the middle of the twelfth century. He played it with great effect.
It was called "puin," which is Thibetan
for ball. In 1871 it was introduced into
England by some cavalry officers who
had learned it in India. Being in Engrland, it had to come here. Our "shinney" and "hockey" and the 'across of
the Indians are modifications of poiosi
We not only play the game on horseback, but in water and on roller skates.

(Cold lamed from Third Page.)

For a slate g r ow n in strength as Ilistory tells it,
Where character rather than riches Is prized,
Where the aim to do right is a goal which excel's it,
Where the rich are not fawned on, the poor not
despised.

DECORATION.S.

As I survey the face of this country, I cannot refrain from saying to
your sons and daughters, do not
forget the command: "Honor thy
father and mother, that thy days
may be long upon the land which
the Lord, thy God (The Great
Spirit), hath given thee." To do
them honor you must be good to
yourselves; keep your mouths clean
from profanity; and as your parents
cut do" n the the mighty forests
that covered the land, so may you
push forward the great car of reformation, until all enemies that press
down the right, and uphold the
wrong, shall be overthrown.
Fathers and Mothers! How dear
those names! And while I have
here stood among strangers, my
heart has continually whispered in
my ears saying, "Pokagon, your
father and mother a century ago
passed and re-passed this very spot
along their winding trails."
My parents once lived near Plymouth, Indiana. Mr. Prentice,an
honored citizen of this county, who
has just gone into the world beyond, were he alive and here to-

non upon its successor. Unlike
the old lady who said she could
never be induced to study any narrative of the past, because she
thought "bygones should be bygones," we see in history the vast
cosinical movements from which
states have heen born, in which
subsequent civilizations took rise,
and in which the devout mind discovers the silent procedures of
Providence We learn how far removed from us were ' initial influences that are now only flowering
into results, and how our lives are
affected at this hour, by political
combinations and military collisions
which preceded the discovery of
our country and its colonization.
It is quite impossible that one
who, reads with comprehensive attention till this immense and vital
picture is in a measure opened before him, should not be consciously broadened in thought, expanded
even in mental power; that he
should not freshly and deeply feel
how limited is his individual sphere.
What a vast scheme it is, that is
being evolved through stir of dis-

R. N. De Merell, H. Klekintveld,
felled the forests or drained the
John Kerkhof, F. W. Fairfield. G. A.
swamps!
Ranters, C. A. Sievenson, F. C. hall,
M. G. Mooting, Win. Brusse, F. D.
Think of these sturdy men bringing
the first fruits of their fields and flocks Altho' poor in earth's goods they were wealthy in Haddock, Hollaud.
TRANSPORTATION.
treasures
as a willing sacrifice to support stuwhich thieves can not steal, yet which riches
W. H. Beach. Geo. P. Hummer, C.
dents and professors in order that Fromimpart
J.
De Roo, J. G. Van Putten, Holland;
their posterity might wield the power For the poorest has wealth and is rich when he Geo.
Van Hess, Grand Rapids.
which knowledge gives. measures
RELICS AND ANTIQUITIES.
True wealth by the good lying deep in the heart.
Sacrifice ennobles human nature.
C. De Keyzer, C. Lokker, Arthur
These pe-ople for conscience, in earnest endeavor
Sacrifice is Godlike.
Bautugartel, H. R. Doesburg, Chas.
Sacrifice is the sure seal of genuine- To worship their God in n way Hwy thought. right, S. Dutton, Dr. F. J. Schouten, 3.
Left kin and left country to sever for over
Nies, John A. Koovers, Holland,
ness.
All ties which were dear and all hopes which were Sjoert ntema, Vriesio
- nd; G. Rooks,
Their sacrifice then is their crown of
bright.
holland township; Jgcoh Baar. Grind
glory now.
Haven: Dr. J. W. Vandenbeig, ew
A tie even dearer than kinship's affection
Well did they name this college Bound the pastor and people,the shepherd and sheep Holland.
"Hope" and made its symbol an an- They felt themselves safe in his care and protection,
Their faith was in him and the watch he would keep.
~bor.
Greetings from Chief Simon
Pokagon.
From this anchor cables stretch to A people are safe with such pastors to lend them,
every Dutch colony in America. Mid So upright, so fearless, so kind, yet so strong.
Ladies and Gentlemen:—I welfurious breakers and howling tem- May God send more men of this type, for we need
them,
come you one and all as the true
pests this anchor has held the Hol- To take a firm stand in denouncing the wrong.
land emigration in America firm to T'was "thus saith the Lord" and "thus He corn- nobility of this land. I am indeed
glad to meet you at this important
the high ideal of the fathers.
mandeth,"
gathering of the fathers and mothFrom India's coral strands, from No halting, no compromise, no if's or no and's,
Africa'ssunny fountains, from Japan's "Let truth be your guide," " 't is the right He de- ers, who have reclaimed from an
unbroken wilderness a paradise, if
palmy plains and China's dark do- "'t Ismandefin"
love for thy neighbor He asks from thy such there is on earth.
mains Hope's sons send greetings here
hands."
I would not have you think that
to-day and feel in their hearts the They spoke as men speak who have_ earnest conI flatter myself in having been ingrateful sentiments we utter.
viction;
* *
By the force of example the weak became strong.
Standing here where fifty years ago A father's kind heart for the poor in affliction,
the forefathers stood, what mighty And the sternest rebuke for injustice and wrong.
<changes our eyes behold—forests and Let us honor a man who's sincere in believing,
swamps have given way to fields and No matter how much we may differ in creed,
That doing right without hope of receiving
gardens, to the flowers of summer and Reward for his work, is religion indeed.
the waving, golden: harvests of auThe Pioneer's life with its labor unceasing,
tumn: the log cabin to the palatial The long weary struggle with the forest and soli.
dwelling: the little corner store to the With the ax and the plow, while the years were decreasing;
stone front business block, and the
small will by the side of the stream to The strength of his young days to till and to toll.
the great factories teeming with hu- The bonfire of brushwood, the logging, the skidding
man life and humming with human With the oxen and handspike to clear up the land,
The welcome long notes of the dinner horn's bidding,
industry.
Indelibly fixed in my memory stand.
The wild deer, the wolf and bear
have made room for herds and necks The little log cabin which stood in the clearing
With its smoke circling blue igainst a background
that graze over a thousand hills and
of green:
along a thousand valleys. For the Where forests had been, there Were armies appearing
winding path and slow stage coach we
Of stumps, whose old veterans still may be seen.
have wide paved streets and fast mail
In the depths of the woods where Nature still sleep_trains.
ing,
Our capacious baros and gratteries
Brought her peace to n soul which the harmony felt,
are full: our steamers plow the lakes; Where close unto God and safe in Ills keeping
our banks are strong and safe. We The spirit of man with the Infinite dwelt.
have stepped from want to luxury, The war for the Union, the struggle with slavery,
from poverty to opulence. With Israel Saw the son and the sire at the front in-the tight;
of old we say, "Ebenezer—hitherto the Remember their names and forget not their bravery,
Who died for their country defending the right
Lord has led us:"
Such is our inheritance from the They had left the Old World to help build a new
Nation,
past; such are our relations to the
present: what then are our duties to A Nation whose founders were men of their kin;
They offered themselves for this country's salvathe future? To realize that we bold
tion,
these blessings to be transmitted as To die if need be, that the Union might win.
well as enjoyed. Whatever has been
hearts have been true and Dutch blood has
obtained by the spirit, efforts and sac- Dutch
been flowing
rifices of our ancestors must be com- In the service of freedom for hundreds of years.
A GROLP OF PIONEERS OF 547, TAKEN IN MARCH. I576.
municated to our children.
Where 'er they might be, these Dutchmen were
I. Evert Zager.s; 2. 111211dt-1k Jan Plaggermans; 3. Tennis Keppel; I. Hein Van der Haar; 5, Egbert Frederiks; B. Mrs. H. J. Lannum (later Mrs. A. Baker);
sowing
The greatness of our inheritor ce is
7. Francis Smith; S. Manus tankhecii: 9. Mrs. B. Orootenhuls; 10. B. Orootenhuls. Of these H. Van der Haar Is now snle sirvIvor.
A seed which takes root and which tyranny fears.
the measure of our responsibility.
Morality can only endure when it rests We meet here to-day as alien or stranger;
vited here on account of my repiii- day, would tell you that when he cussion, rush of emigration, comThis
land
is
our
land,
and
its
flag
we
adore;
upon tbe frundation of religious printation of intelligence, as I most vas a young man, lost and starv- petitions of industry, crash of conBut we honor the men who Mr& peril and danger,
ciple, and Immorality dot ms a people; Yet trusting in God, cast their lot on this shore.
keenly realize you have looked for- ing, he found our wigwam home. flict, by the power which gives its
hence religion must be our corner
ward to my coming with a sort of and how he shared our simple unity to history, and which is perstone, aed tbe God of our forefathers Many sleep now the sleep which knows no awaken- novel pride, that you might point meals and beds for many moons. petually educing great harmonies
ing,
must remain our God.
me out to your children and say. We loved him dearly, and when he out of whatever seeming discords.
The survivors are few and are bended with years,
CODECICDCP:MIllit be obeyed, and its Their labors are ended and we are partaking
"Behold, a- living specimen of th% left us, we all wept. It rejoices my One accustomed to wide and searchmandates must be enforced; virtue Of benefits wrought by these brave pioneers.
racewith whom we once neighbored heart to feel that he and my father ing historical inquiries, will be
•
must be exalted and vice shunned. The
a race that we once loved, and yet are in that great wigwam, where more expert in judging even of
The
Committees.
church must remain the centre of our
with that love was mingled dis- there are many rooms prepared by practical questions presented toaffections, and the fires upon the home
our Heavenly Father.
The following cpruprises a complete trust and fear."
day, and will have a more discernaltars must continue to burn brightly. list of the men who composed the
Our people who sleep beneath
I am getting old and feeble, and ing apprehension of the forces
With open banded, twice blessed char- several committee that labored for the your soil,came here from the coast feel that One foot is lifted to step working to modify legislation and
ity we mustsupport every cause that success of the Semi-Centennial cele- of the Atlantic. They were pio- into the world beyond. I have mould society.
uplifts mankind. Duty's inexorable bration:
neers in their time, as you are to- stood all my life as a peacemaker
A college like yours in Holland,
law must remain supreme, though it
EXECUTIVE.
day, and when they first entered between your people and my peo- and an audience like the present,
bring sacrifice of money, position or
G. J. Rollen, president; A. Visscher, these beautiful woodland plains ple, trying to sooth the prejudices can never fail gratefully to recogrec. secretary; G. Van Schelven, corr. they said in their hearts: "We are of the two races toward each other. nize the large and beautiful moral
popularity.
G. W. Mokma, treasurer; J.
By the memoiy cf the brave men secretary;
Den Herder, Zeeland; Rev. E. Van surely on the borderland of the Yes, without bow or gun I have impulse delivered through contact
who sleep in yonder cemetery; by the der VrieF, Grand Bank's; Prof. H. E. happy hunting grounds beyond." stood as one standing between two on the pages of history .With great
love of posterity which dwelis in our Dosker. Holland; J. W. Garvelink,
I pray you,do not covet the nar- armies advancing toward each oth- and masterful personalities, daring
Graafschap;
I.
Cappon
and
G.
J.
Dieown bosoms; by our sense of present
row ground they occupy and there- er for the fight, receiving a thou• and suffering in the conflicts of
kencia, Holland.
duty and our hepe of immortal life—
by desecrate and hide- their last sand wounds from your people and their time. In common life we can
wArs AND MEANS. •
let us here make these high resolves.
resting place. For the good of my own people.
at best rarely meet such. The saintK.
Schadelee,
Dr.
H.
Kremers.
A.
And then, wben we, ten, shall rest B. Bosman, L. Mulder. J. C. Post, yourselves and your children, you
In conclusion, permit me to say, ly and superior souls are not musfrom toil, our cbildree's children will Prof. H. Boers, M. Notier, A. (2 had better erect some simple mon- I rejoice with the joy of childhood, tered in regiments. It seems, someRim-k, G. W. Mokma, Holland; J. A. ument over their remains and en- that you have granted "a son of the times, as if the enormous secular
bless this hour.
S. Verifier, Grand Rapids: H. De grave thereon, "An unknown Red forest" a right to speak to you; advances of which our times are so
Kruit, Zeeland: D. Vyn, Grand Haven;
Holland Semi-Centennial.
Man lies buried here."
and the prayer of my heart shall full and so proud, were lowering
J. W. Garvelink, Graafschap.
IBY CORNELICK GARDE1•41:11, CAPTAIN U. K. ARMY.
Our fathers here found game in ever he so Icing as I live, that the the height and dimming the lustre
SPEAKERS AND HISTORICAL PAPERS.
iris fifty full years since departing In sadness,
G. Van Schel yen, Prof. C. Doesburg, abundance; the buffalo and the Great Spirit will bless you and your of the moral ideal. Sending mesFrom the land of their birth to face hardship untold, Prof. D. B. Ynterna, Holland; Prof. deer had not yet learned to fear the children, and that the generations sages by lightning; traveling at forTheir journey here ended, their hearts filled with G. E. Boer, Rev. A. Buursrna, Grand face of man, and they startled at
vet unborn.may learn to know that ty miles an hour; crossing in a week
gladness,
Rapids; J. Nollen, Pella, Iowa: Rev. the twang of the bow.
we are all brothers, and that God the ocean, which the Half Moon
Our fathers knelt down as the Pilgrims of old.
S. J. Harmeling, Marion Junction, S.
Here our people built their wig- is the Father of all.
perilously breasted, in sumptuous
Knelt down in God's temple, a temple He'd blinded, Dak.; C. Van Loo, Zeeland; Rev. J.
•
wams, and their children played
H. Karsten, Oostburg, Wis.
vessels luxurious in appointment,
The grand virgin forest unsoiled by man's hand;
Address
of
Hon.
Warner
Van
under the green pavilion of the
-Whose naves were all light and whose dome was beINVITATION AND RECEPTION.
propelled from within, and gay with
Norden.
gilded,
Dr. G. J. Kollen, I. Cappoo, W. H. mighty forests, as happy as your
color; these do not tend of necessi_2y the rays of the sun looking down on this band.
Beach, R. Kanters. Mayor De Young, children now play in the open field
During the Franco-Prussian war ty to the upbuilding of nobler courDr. 0. E. Yates, Prof. J. B. Nykerk. or on your decorated lawns.
of 1870, we heard much of the in- age, to the development of a large
Holland; Rev. Dr. John Van dor MenI speak of this not complaining- telligence of the German soldier moral wisdom. Do we not somelen, Filimore; J. Steketee. Grand
Rapids; Dr. T. G. Huizinga, Zeeland. ly, for I have always taught my and his dicipline, as contrasted times feel that the grand and lovely
people not to sigh for years long with the alleged want of those qual- spirits, which are present still, are
ENTERT A I N NEXT.
Prof. J. H. Kleinheksel, Geo. E. gone by, nor pass again over the ifies in his opponent. Were no fewer and lovelier than they were?
Rollen, John Vandersluis, John J. bloody trails their fathers trod. I other causes, however, at work,
As one has said: "We do not
Cappon. I. Marsilje, J. A. Brouwer, fully realize that, as pioneers of long anterior to the period of actumeet them often, and cannot comJohn Kramer, James Kole, Dr. J. A. this land, you had mountains of
al conflict? It has been said that mand their presence at our need.
Mabbs, Henry Geerlings, John Pesdifficulty
to
overcome,
of
which
our
sink, Louis Schoon. Holland: B. J.
the French were not overthrown at But in history they abound and are
Veneklasen, A. G. Van Hees, Zeeland; race knew not.
Sedan by Bismarck and Von Molt- always at our service. Marcus AureP. Van Anrooy, Graalschap.
The same forest that frowned ke, but by the Protestant Reform- lius, saddest of men, yet imperturbMusts:.
upon you smiled upon us. The ation of the 16th century, and that able in a falling empire; Barnard,
Prof. J. B. Nykerk, Dr. B. J. De same forest that was ague and death if France had not driven out the the commander of kings and counVries, Holland.
to you, waf our bulwark and de- Huguenots, she would have ex- sellor of pontiffs; Melancthon, with
BANQUET.
fence. The same forests you have pelled the Germans.
his beatiful enthusiasm, devoted to
dis•
G. J. Diekerua, Prof. J. G. Sutphen, cut down and destroyed, we loved,
To find effective causes for the Master in almost passionate
CAPT. C GARDENER, D. S. A.
D. B. K. Van Raalte. Prof. J. T. Ber- and our great fear was, that the
present results, we are justified in love, the very St. John of the storgen, Prot. C. M. McLean, Holland;
Their footsteps were guided, kind Providence led Geo. Birkboff, Jr., Chicago; Capt. C. White man in his advance west- looking at the history of the past. my Reformation; William of
Gardner, U. S. A., Detroit; Rev. J. F. ward would mar or destroy it.
them
Thus, if English liberty began with Orange, fronting with majestic enZwemer. Orange City, Iowa.
As a child by the band of Its father hi led,
I realize fully how hard you la- Runnymede; if freedom of con- durance the apparently irresistible
To the shores of this lak where the trees that o'erGROUNDS AND AUDITORIUM.
bored, day in and day out, year in science in England, and emancipa- power which swept the Netherlands
spread them
G. J. Van Duren, Evart Takken, and year out, to reclaim your farms tion from priestly domination, with flame and blade, and recoverWere tents for these pilgrims, and moss was their
Geo. W. Browning, A. Van Putten, J. from the unbroken forests, until dates from the battle of the Boyne, ing for freedom the land which his
bed.
W. Bosman, L. Lugers, James Huntyour labors were crowned with then the privileges we enjoy, and ancestors might literally be said to
Floneers of the West who claimed Holland as mother, ley, N. Prakken, Holland.
success, and the wilderness budded our unrivalled constitution and have plucked from the sea—these
lAttle Holland, the land of the sturdy and true;
PARADE.
InPlymouth wan planted such awed, while another
In- union of states, date, not from the will come to us when we want
L. T. Ranters, James De Young, and blossomed as the rose.
Took root here around us, expanded and grew.
B. D. Reppel, W. C. Walsh, Jacob deed you deserve great credit for American Revolution, but from them; and with them all, orators,
Zrpanded and grew and was showered on by Heaven Lokker, P. H. McBride, J. B. Mulder, what you have here accomplished, Heiligerlee and the Union of
statesmen, theologians, artists; leaWith blessing unnumbered,till the trees have grown Ed. Vaupell, Will Breyrnan, Holland;
and I pray that your children may 'trecht.
ders of crusades like Godfrey de
groat;
A. Lahti's, I. Ver Lee, Zeeland; B.
A fondness for history has led me Bouillon, who would not wear a
Their virtues here planted have worked as a leaven Dosker. A. Van Bree. Grand Rapids; fully appreciate the goodly inheriWlitch weeds thro' the mass, giving strength to Jacob Baar, Grand Haven; John Kole tance they have and will receive to study the influence of one coun- crown, where his Master had borne
the State.
ten, Overisel; B. Neerken, Laketown. from your hands.
try u aon another., of one genera- the cross; rulers of kingdoms like

St. Louis; poets, philanthropists,
heroes, martyrs, the women with
the men, of whom the world of
their time was not wcrthy, by whom
the world is made worthier to-day.
It is but a step to the library shelf,
to come face to face with such in
the past, if we know where to find
them. But a deeper inquiry shows
us at once that such a place, and
such an obligation belong to each
one, since each may aid, in the
measure of his influence, to establish or renew those forces which
erect and sustain civilization.
It
was the Anglo-Saxon temper which
the Norman could not extinguish
at Hastings, or trample into the
bloody ground, which conquered
its conquerors. It was by the spirit
indestructibly regnant among common people, that the otherwise defenceless Batavian plains were
saved from the furious ravage of
Spain. The men and women who
were ready to suffer the loss of all
for a King in the heavens; the ministers, by no means accomplished
always in the learning of the school,
but who read and expounded the
holy word in upper rooms, by the
light of the flames in which their
brethren in faith and in service
were being offered as a sacrifice in
the resounding squares below; the
common sailors who would blow up
their ships and find graves in the
deep rather than see the vessels
which they manned the prey of
their enemies; the populations old
and young, nobles and burghers,
who would tear away dikes and
drown the land before they would
accept for themselves and their
children the domination of Philip—
these were they who saved their
country, snatching success from the
cruel hands of what appeared an invincible invasion; and to them, supremely, the world owes the immense augmentation made by that
struggle of eighty years to the freedom, prosperity and culture of
Europe."
* *
On the 5th day of April, 1609,.
the good ship Half Moon set sail
from the Texel on a voyage of discovery. Creeping along the American coast she entered the Lower
Biy, passed through the Narrows,.
and disclosed to the sailors' delighted vision the superb Bay of
New York. Yonder was the little
i ;land soon to bear the name of the
Dutch metropolis, and later to become the throbbing heart of the
continent. The dreamy mood of
the September haze pervaded river
and shore, as the Half Moon slowly passed into the great stream that
was to be called after the discoverer. Past the Palisades, across the
Tappan Zee, through the gateway
of Anthony's Nose, the adventurer
sails amid the grandest river scenery in the world—the Highlands of
the Hudson. How charming must
have been the woodland mountains, undisturbed as vet by the
white man! There one May behold
what light is and can do for the human eye. The light flashes, fades,
makes all the colors, advances and
retreats, plays in shadow, soothes
the eye, con terfeits silver and gold.
The maple is abundant and rich,
just beginning to put on the wonderful glories of autumn hues. The
very rocks are verdure clad. Why
sho-uld Holland take possession Of
this fair land, claimed by her ancient enemy—Spain? In reply,
let us ask, who suspended the triumphant march of the Spaniard
through the New World? To the
Dutch, modern civilization owes
the fact that North America is Teutonic, not Latin. But for the revolt of the Netherlands and the
heroic resistance to Spanish rule
made by the Low Countries, Spain
would have continued the dominant
force in the New World. The exhaustive war with Holland left her
a third-rate power, and opened the
way for Dutch and English colonization in North America.
It was in 1623 that the ever
memorable ship "New Netherlands" brought to the Hudson
River the first company of settlers,
the men and women,who with their
successors, laid the foundations of
the grandest and wealthiest city of
the hemisphere, and of our beloved
Empire State. Strange enough,
these first settlers were not Hollanders, or of Batavian blood, but
French Huguenots. It was fitting
that it should be so, exemplifying
the magnificent hospitality of the
mother land—the only country of
the era to which men of every nationality and creed were welcomed.
Thus we have in our Dutch neighborhoods such names as De la
Montagnie, Dubois, Rapelje, Depew, Duryea, Demarest, Conselyea,
and many others derived from the
French, side by side with the more
numerous Vans and other names
strictly of Holland origin.
These early settlers were people
of unusual vigor and worth. Many
of them possessed exceptional ability. The infant colony was characterized by industry, thrift, perseverence and courage. Many difficulties were to be overcome. The
natives of the land were to be con-

ciliated. the wild beasts mastered, self-denial and patriotism, and his age. In virtue of the price, the just eqrakening 1.0 the appreciation of
the forces of nature subdued, These practical conceptions of a scriptural land is ours. We, and those who the ft
Si that it owes much to Holland.
early•comers brought the Bible repi.c;
t.
his rigid shall occupy this fair country when En (id even owes were to Holland
with them, and the minister and and uncompronie.ei e .,nvictions of we shall be no more, owe our lib- than 5he is willing to acknowledge.
the school. master were potent for- duty: and the Cavalier. with his erties, the privileges we enjoy, the When England was, to all intents and
ces in the primitive society of New val o ur and chivalry.
government under which we have purp ,ses, a semi-civilized country, an d
Amsterdam. Church and schoolAs the resultant of this Ameri- prospered, the very land in which outside of a few cities her ne
t io n
house were reared side by side. can christian civilization from such we live, the grandest domain on consisted of sheep herders and ignorHomes were built after the pattern a marvelous and composite here- which the sun ever shone, to the ant vaisants, an imigration was forced
of those in the Fatherland. Be- dit, we enjoy distinctly American valor, the fortitude, the self-denial out it• Hollani by the religious perseside the native wild flowers, the institutions, Principles,- and privil- of the men and the women who cutiiies of the Spaniards, which madear old ones from across the sea eges, which we ought to appreci- crossed the perilous sea, and ex- teriiiiiy charge 1 the character of the
were transplanted. There was the ate, and which we are bound to de- changed the old home for the new. English people. These immigrants
•
red clover, hearty and bright as the fend.
Iron [Iolland were artisans and eduAddress of Gov. Pingree.
faces of the boys who ran there at
Each of these progenitors has
cater: wen, a liberty loving people. It
play; the mea dow-sweet, as pink left his imprint upon the country.
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentle- was roll) this same imigration to Engand white as the daughters of the
New England is distinctly Pun- men:-It gives we great pleasure to land that descendants in later years
farm in youngest womanhood; the tan, and her influence has extended
be able to be with you to-day and as- came to our shores at Plymouth, the
red and brown spikes of the iron over the land.
sist in celebrating this semi centen- Pureein fathers. On that rock we
Virginia is Cavalier to-day, as it
bush, standing for the sturdy mennial of the founding of these colonies have budded, and all that we, as
folk of the place. For their neigh- was two centuries ago, as Louisi- It was my intention to have been here Americans, pr . ze the dearest., our
bors, there were smiling yellow but- ana is Creole.
yesterday and take part in your par- public schools, our free press, the
But on this great Republic is ade and ceremonies of that day, but a secret ballot, separation of church and
tercups, tiny sorrel stars, golden
flowered tansy; asters—purple, vel- found the impress of the Hollander conflict of dates with the meeting of State local self government, a writ
low and pink': tall stalks of evening clearer and more distinct than that the Grand Army at Buffalo has pre- ten constitution, freedom of religion,
primrose, bearing great burdens of of any other blood. New York to- vented me.
and iibove all that great principle
seed-pods, and decked with lemon day has all the characteristics of a
Until last fall it had never been my that "alt men are equal," has come
stars, the delicate pink-striped Dutch city. She is the busy, res- privilege 1.,.) VÍA likoland and surroun- from these Puritans and the early
bells, larkspur, pinks, sweet Wil- olute, persevering, thrifty, shrewd, ding towns and witness the evident Dutch settlers of New York, who
ham, and everlasting and golden successful, business centre, re- prosperity of this section of Michigan, were bringing to these shores the manrod everywhere.
nowned the world over for her en- which is known as the Dutch colon- ners ;:ind customs of "little Holland."
At first the progress of the col- terprise, her indomitable courage, ies. This prosperity has come by
Knowing these facts, it is easy of
ony was slow. In 1644, twenty- her commercial daring, and her in- honest toil and persistent Chinon the
comprehension why later day Dutch
one years after its beginning, there flexible honesty.
part of those and their children who, emigrants have so readily assimilated
were but four hundred people on
OUR Holland forefathers were fifty years ago, established here their
with our people and so easily have unthe island of Manhattan. But ven- not exiles, fleeing from persecuhomes.
derstood our system of government.
turesome immigrants had crept tion—they came from a land of reAs the race from which you have
Fiay years ago your fathers came to
along the Hudson River, through ligious freedom. They were not
sprung
has scoped their native land the shores of Lake Michigan to make
the Mohawk Valley, and east to the impoverished—their land was the
Connecticut. Northern New Jer- richest in Europe. They were out of the ocean, so you have wrested themselves a home In what was then
sey was clotted with houses, and thoughtful business men, and agri- a garden out of the wilderness, and a dense forest. Ottawa county is toLing Island. flat and on the sea, culturists, come to make a home in fertile plains out of swamps and sand day idled with prosperous cities and
villezesz in the midst of one of the
reminding of the home-land, was a a fertile land, whose broad area af - bil Is.
It
is
fitting
that
you
should
comfinest
farming sections of Michigan.
favorite place of residence.
forded scope for their restless enerpilmemorate
the
first
arrival
of
these
Youdeserve
indeed, to be congratulaThe ships of those days were gies. All the qualities that dissmall, the voyage long. Life in tinguished the ancient inhabitants
the new settlement was hard. of Manhattan Island are present in
Hence the number of immigrants the citizens of our modern metromust not be compared with the in- polis. New York is New Amsterrush of recent times. At the sur- dam grown older.
render to the English in 1664, New
But this is not all. The mighty
York city contained about two city at the mouth of the Hudson is
thousand inhabitants, the majority the heart of the nation. Every pulof them Dutch and Huguenots. sation is felt in the remotest corner.
The conquest by England discour- In every busfness transaction, every
aged active efforts by the Dutch to act relating to commerce, New
populate the colony, so that by York dominates the Republic. In
1674, the date of the final cession, times of panic, every city, town and
immigration had fallen to a mini- village looks to New York for supmum. At that date, 1674, there port and encouragement, and she
were in the entire colony of New has never yet faltered, or fallen
York, including northern New Jer- short of ju s t expectation. In times
sey and Long Island. a population of prosperity, she is the source
of scarce a score of thousand souls. from which railroads are built and
But, though few in numbers, the operated; from which mines are exthrifty,
practical,
persevering ploited: to which the farmer looks
Dutch spirit had been planted in for the price of his toil, and the
the soil. The spirits of solid, ear- goal of every sailor. The stamp of
nest Dutch settlers had infused in- the old Dutch city is on every transPROF. J. FL KLELNI-LcSEL
to the whole population elements action from Maine to California,
Chairman of Committee on Entertalmnent.
of greatness destined never to die from the Lakes to the Gulf. Every
ted apon the selection oflocality made
grinis to these parts, and to hold 1
out, and laid the foundations of a enterprise of magnitude is begun
your children these early colonupese early colonists,
fore your
community on principles of free- and carried out: every ship enters
Ybur people are prosperous and
ists, as examples of fortitude, endurdom and virtue which will forever or leaves a harbor: every crop is ance, and frugality. The little nation happy.
increase the purity and power of successfully freighted to its consuYou exhibit no evidence of great
which lies so serene and self-confident
the nation. To the enduring quali- mer, by the grace of the imperial
in the treacherous arms of the North wealth. nor does there seem to be a
ties of the Hollander, had been ad- Dutch city which sways the sceptre
Sea, has been one of the great celoni- pauper class in this community: this
ded the vivacity, refinement and of American commercial power,
zers of the world; like Greece and is as it should be-neither is desirindustry of the French Huguenot. illustriously enthroned beside the
Carthage of old, her colonies are every- able in our Republic. Tr e bone and
This noble race of men transplan- waters of the great sea.
where. Holland has made herself felt sinew of a land, the honesty, the inteted to New Amsterdam an influence
Not only has the Holland immithroughout the world, not by the pow- grity ani morality of a nation are in
of education and graceful accom- g ration modified the commercial
er of her armies, but by the spirit of its great middle clasg, the average
plishments, giving a cultured tone character of our people, East and
man. Let us endeavor to preserve
to the provincial society. Such a 'West, but it has inculcated into her people.
You celebrate here to-clay as Ameri- our country and its opportunities for
man was the Vice-Director, De la the national thought correct notions
can citizens. This is your country, and the average man. Let us resist as
Montagnie, who with his refined of civil and religious liberty; that
these are your people. Your children firmly as once your forefathers resisfamily left so deep an impress on civil liberty must be protected by
no
longer speak the language of your ted oppression and religious intolerthe early history of the time.
law; that all men before the law
fathers, and you and they are one with ance, all encroachment upon human
are equal: that personal religious
the great American commonwealth. rights and free speech, from whatever
liberty
never was, is not now, and
Nearly two hundred years elapsed
Americans are a cosmopolitan people source. Let us see to it that the great
never can be a privilege conceded,
and history repeats itself.
-we have gathered to ourselves from legacy of self government which has
The slow march of civilization but everlastingly an inalienable Europe all those who love liberty, all been bequeathed to us is not taken
has pressed the frontier over the right.
those who are brave and willing to from us. Let us see to it that great
Likewise, the immigrant brought
Ohio, beyond the Mississippi.
toil, the artisan and the peasant; and wealth does not acquire to gi eat an
the common school from the Fathwe are building an empire out of the influence in a government where all
erland, the only country in Europe
world's hardiest materials. So, too, men are equal, and that all are treated
where it existed.
Eve ry state of
alike before our courts. Let us keep
our Union has adopted this insti- came here your fathers, seeking betpure our municipal, state and federal
ter
opportunities
for
themselves
and
tution, and it has proved itself to
their children-to a land where there governments against all sorts of corbe the power which can convert
rupting influences. The bird of freethe dangerous elements of our pop- were no preferred classes living on
the toil and labor of others. America dom will not long remain unless we
ulation into a safe citizenship.
are. worthy of it. In legislation, let
When the ship "New Nether- is fortunate to get such emigration.
Who would be fool enough to at- us never bow the knee to a merciless
lands" landed the pioneer settlers
mammon, but fearlessly do that which
on Manhatten Island, that magnif- tempt the conquering of the forests
and swamps of this continent, and will result in the greatest good to the
icent territory named "The Valley
greatest number.
of the Mississippi", was to be re- the building of a nation with the no• II.-bility of Europe, or its decayed aristoclaimed from the grasp of barbarThe Old Settlers' Dinner.
cracy? We are satisfied that they
ians, and the ownership of the wild
beast, and made the seat of the
The Old Settlers dinner at the colgreatest empire of christian civililege gymnasium, in charge of A. 'Viszation. "Spain had tried to achieve
scher, P. Van Anrooy, Mrs. C. V. R.
it. Hernando De Soto, with steelGilmore and B. J. Veneklasen, was an
clad warriors and doughty men-ataffair which the participants will ever
arms, with silken pennons and
remember as 't cerefeest of the celebraided scarf s,with lance and mace
bration. The general supervision was
and battle axe, with bloodhounds
left with John J. Mersen and the
CORNELRJS DE KEYZER.
to hunt the natives, and manacles
cooking was in charge of Mrs. A.
Chairman of Committee on Relics.
to enslave them, with cards for
Kulte. The number of guests who
gambling,
and
consecrated
oil
for
partook of the sumptuous spread was
A great land was to be possessed.
extreme
unction,
sought
to
subdue
275,
all of them being pioneers of 1847
Once more Holland sends forth
the
land,
and
to
possess
it.
Never
and
over
60 years of age. Prayer was
her sons to make the wilderness
did
a
prouder
armament
than
his
offered
by
Rev. G. J. Nykerk. At the
blossom as the rose. In 1847, as
set,
sail
from
Spain—a
thousand
close
of
the
dinner the old settlers
in 1623, the Netherlander is found
brave
and
determined
men.
Three
sang.
in the forefront of the battle, en-God baande door do woeste baren,"
during hardship, suffering priv- hundred beggared adventurers aGOVERNOR HAZEN S. PINGREE,
followed with prayer by Rev. Dr.
lone
returned
to
Mexico."
ation, exercising self-denial, in orWhat the chivalry of Spain failed should remain behind, and that we Jacob Van der Meulen and the singder that those who come atter may
possess their homes in comfort and to accomplish was achieved by the are taking from the midst of Euro- ing of the doxology. It was one of
in peace—a thoughtful, energetic, Hollander, the Huguenot, the Pu- pean countries the best manhood and those social affairs which the pioneers
will never forget. Those that sat
fearless, constructive people, poli- ritan—with the Bible in one hand their most vigorous population. You,
down
at this memorable feast were:
and some homely instrument of Hollanders by ancestry, have a just
tically alive, religiously free.
Harm
Brock. K. Scharidelee and
It is said that American Repub- toil in the other. Step by step, right to be proud of the land from
wife,
Mrs.
W. Van der Haar, H. Van
lican civilization sprang from four with stalwart strength, intrepid whence these early settlers came. For der Haar, Mrs. A. Le Febre, Jacob
types of character, which legitim- hearts, high resolves and uncon- centuries "brave little Holland" has Smith and wife, E. Van der Veen, Mrs.
ately should produce an intelligent querable wills, they came to sub- been the cradle of liberty and the ref- G. J. Haverkate, Mrs. W. Brouwer,
sovereign manhood—the due this New World for God and uge of the oppressed. The spirit of Jacobus Schrader, Leendert D. Visand
Neeltje Zalsman, Mrs. G.
Huguenot, with his courtliness and civilization. Tears, blows, priva- freedom, which held back the Legions sers, Mrs.
I. Cappoo, Jan Zwetner and
Slenk,
culture, and infinite industrial ap- tions, hardships, hard work and of Caesar, has lived ever since amid wife, Joh. Van Lente and wife, Jan
pliances; the Hollander, with his blood, did these men pay down as the dunes and polders of this little Van Anrooy and wife, Mrs. W. Dleke•
perseverence, fortitude, courage, the ransom for this goodly herit- kingdom. The United States is but ma, C. Van der Veere, Jan Smit, Mrs.

Bart Slag, Tobias Koff-rs and wife, the Passengers was interrupted in his
Mrss. G. J. Kroon, Mrs. Jan Visscher,
Jecues Westverr and wies. Capt. M. sleep and rushed out to see what was
De Boo amid wife, P. Van Anrooy and the matter. A wreck had taken place
wife, W. Delman and wife, J. W. Wil- and a man lifted his voice from the
terdink and wife, Mrs. W. Van Appel.
doorn, John W. Lcte, Jan Slag, Mrs. upper bei th and being informed of the
J. W. Minderbout, Mrs. Martin Min- circumstances he said: "Is that all?
derhout, G J. 1.3)one and wife Harm Havn't you had enough?" Mr. Smith
Lubbers and wife. Mrs. C Witman, promised that he would use his best
M Tubbergen. Hendrik Lucas lion
wife, Jaones Van (ten Beidt, A. J. endeavors in securing for Holland a
Neerkeo, K. Lahuis and wife, G. harbor second to none.
Peter Van Schaack, of the Holland
Boeve and wife, Cornelis Van der Stut,
Geert Tinholt and wife, Harm J. Plug- Society of Chicago, responded to the
vermeil and v. 'fee, Mrs. Sietse Optholt,
D. Broek and wife, Adriaan lielija- "Dutchman." Ile began by stating
minse and wife, Cornelis D. Nijs and that in the period of every one's life a
wife, Hendrik Van Alsburg, B. J. perscn is confronted by the maxim
Veneklasen and wife, Reinder Meijer- that he wished he was the other felink and wife, Hendlik Delman and low: he could do so much better. His
wee, Jacobus Ossewaarde, P. Sakkers,
Cornelie De Putter, Jan Rutgeis, Ilu- first impulse was to speak in the
brecht Van Oorden and wife, Jan D. mother tongue, but upon looking
Bloemers and wife, G. J. Sprit( and around and seeing the beneficent
wife, P. Zendelink, Mrs. Van Leenen, countenance of Dr. Kollen. the scholMrs. Kraai, Onne Fleitstra and wife,
W. K. Flietstra. U. Geinink, Fred arly Prof. Bergen, the modest Mr.
Piasrnan, Jul Meyer, Mrs. Hendrik Diekema, the innocent Mr. Birkhoff,
Hol, Mrs. Hovinga, Jan Ter Vree, he changed his mind.
am credibly
Jakob Din Herder and wife, ii. Bosch
Informed, said the speaker, by the
and wife, Cornelis Steketee and wife,
Mrs. H. Van Balgooyen, Jacob Van highest authority on natural history
Dijk, A. De Roo, H. Z leers, Li. J. Bolt, (of Hope College) that the Dutchman
Coenraad Stun. Albert Notting, Joseph is amphibious, because he can live in
Michel and wife, Jan Lemmen and
wife, F. Hometra, Slebolt Stegenga the water in building his dikes and
and wife, Albert Lanning and wife, embankments, and then again live on
Dirk Viin and wife, Mrs. H. Da Krul!, the land he has so industriously conOtto Yntema, Harm B -inselaar and structed. Now, the Dutchman, they
wife, Dirk Kamperman, Walter Krone- tell us, is slow, but all the world adrneyer, II. Rutgers and wife, A. G. Van
Ilees and wife, A. Barkompas and wife, mits that whatever he does he does
H. Kleiman, D. Harkerna, Joh. Yekel, heartily and thoroughly. A few days
Peter Zalsman. Teunis Van Dijk and ago I heard of a man falling from a
wife, Lizzie Van Dijk, Rev. G. J. six•story building in
Philadelphia, but
Niikerk and wife, Jan W. Garvelink
and wife, Jan Da Vries, Jan Dan Her- they are all so very slow there in their
der, Jan Huizinga and wife, H. Strab- movements that the fall did not hurt
Wog, C. Van der Laare and wife, 'W. him. That is the only way Dutchmen
Hulsman and wife, H. Schutmaat, G. can be beaten by the Quakers. Talk
Brusse, R. Kramer, Mrs. D. Postma,
R. Lubbers, H. Boeve and wife, Mrs. about nobility, why, Holland contains
G. J. B:ouwer, J. H. Kropschot, G. J. more nobility than all of Europe, for
Szegeman, Jan Stegeman and wife, H. are not all their women Dutchesses?
J. Brinkman, G. J. Immiek and wife, Talk about Paris leading the fashion
A. Stcg-eman and wife, P. 13 1:ijanainse,
W. Hofstra and wife, H. Loten and of the world! Why, they copied the
wife, A. Duweg, W. Maurits, and wife, Dutchman's breeches and by mistake
L Van der Stulp and wife, Jan Lonice put them on the ladies' arms. It was
and wife, Cornelis Fox and wife, H. Dutchmen who inaugurated the pubGrebe', Nich. Haan and wife, Mrs. G.
Grootvelt, H. Krans, L. H. Streng, lic school system, despite the claims
Harm Lucas and wife. Jan Zantvoord, of our New England friends and the
G. Sluiter and wife, Jacob De Fevter efforts of the schoolmarms they have
and wife, Frederik Bos, Mrs. W. Bar- sent broadcast throughout the land to
rendan3me, Elendrik Zekel, Rev. Jacob
Van der Meulen and wife, Jan H. teach the error. It were Dutchmen
Boone and wife, Willem Smit and wife, who taught our country how to form
Hendrik G Michmershuizen and wife, a constitution. Fellow-Hollanders of
Mrs. B. Van Lente, Gerrit Rutgers
and wife. R. De Koning, Mrs. P. Ver Michigan, I cannot close these desulLee, Willem G. Boom and wife, Mrs. tory remarks without expressing, in
Cornelius Da Jong, Jan Van Rhse and behalf of the Holland Society of Chiwife, Gerhard Van Rhee and wife, cago, our high appreciation of the
Klaas Hunch-I-man, Berend Ter Haar
and wife. G Zaalmink and wife. Hen- honor you have conferred upon us in
drik J. Tinholt and wife, Frederik inviting us to share with you the
Tinholt and wife, G. J Schrotenboer pleasures of the celebration of your
and wife. A. Van den Bosch and wife, semi centennial gathering. It is inEzbert Nijkerk and wife, Jan Ten
Have and wife, Menne Stegenga, Mrs. deed a memorable epoch to you, and
D. De Kleine, Mrs Jan Bos. Mrs. H. you have been equal to the occasion,
Arens, Lecneertus Hofman, Jan Hen- as Dutchmen always are, for their hosomit Holman, G. Smit, Evert Sprlk, pitality is acknowledged the world
Mis. H D. Post, and Isaac Fairbanks over.
and wife.
At the conclusion all arose and drank
•
(water)
to the health of "The DutchThe banquet.
man."
The banquet at Hotel Macatawa was
By reason of the absence of Hon.
the closing event of the first day's fes- Wm. E. Quimby, late U. S. minister
tivities. The steamer Music left the at The Hague, who was to respond to
Chicago dock at 9:30, arriving at the the toast "The State," that topic was
resorts at 10:15. About 125 guests sat eliminated.
down at the festive tables, while the
The closing toast "Our Centennial"
music was furnished by Phinney's U.
was responded to by Rev. John M.
S. band. At 12:30 o'clock Hon. G. J.
Van der Meulen of Kalamazoo. He
Diekeina assumed his position as
spoke in a humorous vein. The
toast-master. The first gentleman
Dutchman was invariably symbolized
called upon was the Hon. Warner
in a wooden shoe. not unlike the travVan Norden,to whom was assigned the
elers to the Klondyke; fifty years hence
tepic, "The Event We Celebrate."
the home of the Dutch farmer would
Te speaker said that the occasion rebe far ahead of its present condition;
minded him of a gentleman who was
then the elders would no longer sit in
very sick. A consultation of physi•
military rows in the front seats, and
chins was held and it was decided that
the distribution of peppermint lozthe autopsy would reveal the cause.
enges will have ceased. His next
Ile spoke in lofty terms of the success
course was directed towards the Poof the celebration and briefly alluded
tomac where the toastmaster might be
to the marvelous progress attained
tendered a position in the White
during the last fifty years. The Dutch
House. Returning he cast his anchor
settled here as no land ever before was
at Hope College, because it elevates
settled. We should glory in belonging
character above the intellect.
to the great Anglo-Saxon people.
MENU.
Simon Pokagon expressed his gladCelery en Branches
ness in being permitted to join with
Broiled Mackinaw Trout a to Cardinella
them. He related that the proper
Potatoes Saratogato
Tenderloin Beef larded aux Champtguon
course would be pursued in teaching
Sliced Tomah: ale
the children industry, faith, hope and Mashed Browned Potatoes
Macatawa Punch
charity, and if these essential elements
Broiled Spring Chicken a la Maitre D'Hotel
are planted in their hearts the coming
French Pea.s
Green Corn
Fruits
Vanilla Ice Crerzrat.
centennial would be an occasion of Fancy Cakes
Coffee
great rejoicing.
TOASTS.
J. W. Garyelink, who was to respond
to the toast, "The Days of 1S47," was
UON. 0. J. DIEKEMA, TOAETMASTER.
unavoidably absent, but the
"The Event We Celebrate,"
toastmaster conjectured that sleep
"The horologe of Time
had undoubtedly overtaken him at Strikes ths half century with a solemn chime."
Hon. Warner Van Norderr
this hour of the night.
Mr. Diekenia thereupon introduced "The Aborigines,"
"I beheld the westward marches
Hon. Win. Alden Smith, to whom was
Of the unknown, crowded nations."
assigned the topic, "The city they
Chief Simon Pokagonfounded." The speaker after hurling
a few pleasant sallies at both toast- "The Days of '47,"
"O'er the sers they came, with summer's breath.
master and guests, deemed it a precious To dwell amidst us, on the lake's green side."
privilege in sitting at the same table
Hon. Jan W. Garvelink..
with Pokagon. When ten years of age "The City They Founded,"
he looked into his wigwam, and this
"Stands on the banks of its beautiful stream, Om
city they founded."
was their first meeting since he had
Hon. Wm. Alden Smith.
seen that same kindly beneficent
countenance. He expressed his inabil- "The Dutchman,"
"1...,')ng time against oppreslon have I fought,
ity to do proper justice to the state
And for the native liberty of faith
and the city which the Hollanders
nave bled and suffered."
Peter 'Van Schaack.K.
helped to build. The sturdy character
of the pioneers in effecting a land- "The Queen,"
ing at Black River revealed wonder"May children of our children say
She wrought her people lasting good."
ful progress. The pioneers of Black
Hon. Wm. E. Quimby."
River founded a place habitable
"The
State,"
and fit to live. They budded the city
"The worth of the State, in the long run, is Vacs
inch by inch and day by day until its worth
of the Individuals composing lt."
commerce has become an item of ImGov. Hazen S. Pingreek...
portance to Michigan. They have a
"Our Centennial,"
natural harbor which should be placed
"Cast in some diviner mould
Lot the new cycle shame the old,"
second to none. We should be proud
Rev. John M. Van der Meulen44
of the privileges accorded us te-day.
I am reminded of a story which ocNEWS one year 'el.
curred on a passenger train. One of
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For 25 years we have led the procession in up to date

Furniture,
Carpets and
Wall Paper
and we prop_- to maintain that
position

til6
It was a grand success. It has done much to advertise flo Hand, and is bound to have good results.
But we have not got over celebrating yet. The fact
of the case is, we have jt tst begun.
It is 25 years ago, that we started in business, and we
propose to have a glorious quarter centennial celebration.
We will do this by giving the people of this vicinity
some of the biggest Wrgains in Furniture, Carpets
etc. ever before heard of.
We wish to call special attention to our Mammoth line of Bedroom Suits, ranging in price from $S.00
to $6o.00. Just think cf. it—a complete 3-piece Belroom Suit for

For 25 years we Lave sold

Honest Goods at
Honest Prices,
and we will not do busines- att
other way.

$8.00.
Then we have a large line of nicely
will sell for the next two weeks at

Cal • I I

room Suit Beds, worth from $4.50 to $6.00, which we

$2,50.
Time tests all things.
For 25 years we have been in the
.lance of public opinion and have
not been found wanting.

Then I want to calbspecial attention t) HI 1 c of Carpets. Never before has such a clean and cornplete line of Carpets been shown in this city.
11), Dingley Tariff Law has raised the price of Carpets
from18 to 12 cents ‘a yard; but we have bough; \ ei heavily, previous to the passage of the bill, and have
bought at the very lowest prices Carpets have even en sold for. Consequently we are able to sell Carpets
cheaper than they can be bought at any other plat)
We are offering for the next two weeks good Ingrain
Carpets at

22 1-2e a yard.
Just received a large invoice of Book Cases, t hich cost from $7 to $12. For the next two weeks
these will go at $3.50 to $6.00. Think of it,

For 25 years we have enjoyed the

Bost Patrollau6
of the ,•ity for which we feel very
grateful.

50 per cent off.

BOOK CASES
at one-half
price.

BOOK CASES
at one-half
price.

JAMS A. BROUWER.
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Rev. Dr. A. C. Van Ra.alte, the
founder .of the Holland colonization in this
State, and in fact the leader and organizer
of the Dutch colonization in America of
1854 and subsequent years, died Nov. 71.h,
at his residence in Holland, Ottawa
county, of pulmonary consumption.

